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The When and How of Rapid Quenching At Intermediate-Redshift

David J. Setton, PhD

University of Pittsburgh, 2023

One of the most fundamental observations that underpins the study of galaxy evolution

is the bimodality between star forming and quiescent galaxies. In the local universe and

beyond, the most massive galaxies in tend to be “red-and-dead.” Despite the clear evidence

for this “quenching” of star formation at early cosmic times, the physical mechanism that

drives this transformation is still undetermined. Models invoke a wide range of prescriptions

for feedback that vary wildly due to the lack of constraints from data. In this thesis, I provide

such constraints by studying samples of young quiescent, or post-starburst, galaxies, with

spectroscopy that allows for the precise measurement of their star formation histories.

First, I present work studying the spatially resolved spectroscopy of 6 of the bright post-

starburst galaxies using Gemini/GMOS. I find that the majority of the galaxies studied

exhibit flat gradients in Hδ,A, indicating that their stellar populations are roughly uniform

and young out to ∼ 5 kpc. The second study in this work focuses on the structures of post-

starburst galaxies as traced by rest-frame optical imaging. I find that post-starburst galaxies

have compact sizes, in line with previous work, and that they show very little evolution in

their size as a function of the time since quenching. Taken together, these two results paint

a picture where post-starburst galaxies have compact star forming progenitors that shut off

their star formation uniformly. In the final work of this thesis, I place constraints on the

rate of quenching. Using deep spectroscopy from the Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instrument

Survey Validation sample, I measure star formation histories for ∼ 17000 luminous red

galaxies. I find a significant increase in the number density of post-starburst samples between

z = 0.4 and z = 0.8. However, I find that true rapid quenchers–galaxies that formed > 50%

of their stellar mass in the Gyr before quenching–are essentially absent at z < 1 and only

were a significant part of the galaxy population at earlier cosmic times. This motivates the

push of spectroscopic surveys to higher redshift, where complete surveys will have the chance

to quantify the rate of rapid quenching when it is occurring.
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1.0 Introduction

At the time of the discovery that the Milky Way was but one of countless galaxies in a

universe that is teeming with stars, the study of galaxy evolution was a game of classification.

However, the fundamental insights of those classifications have persisted to the present day.

Our understanding of the growth of galaxies from the big bang to present is studied through

the lens of two fundamental properties that underpin the Astronomy 101 picture of galaxies:

shape and color. While initial classification schemes focused on morphology alone [104], the

nascent field of galaxy evolution quickly became aware of the intrinsic correlations between

these two properties that demarcated a bimodal galaxy population, with spiral galaxies

tending to be blue and elliptical galaxies tending to be red [54]. In many ways the story of

the last 50 years of astronomy has been applying more sophisticated tools and methods of

analysis to explain this fundamental correlation.

As galaxies are composed of stars, an understanding of stellar evolution underpins an

understanding of the color bimodality in the galaxy population. The youngest, brightest,

and bluest stars in a stellar population die the most quickly [106], so for a galaxy to remain

blue it must continually be repopulating its young stellar population by converting dense

gas into new stars. With this insight, the bimodality can be mapped from color to physical

properties: blue galaxies are star forming by virtue of their young stellar populations, and

red galaxies are quiescent due to their lack of such young stars. Thus, the Hubble tuning

fork can be thought of as a sequence of evolution, where blue spiral galaxies evolve into red

elliptical galaxies when their star formation turns off.

But what makes star formation turn off in these galaxies? And why does morphological

transformation observationally appear to be so closely tied to the shutdown of star formation?

In this thesis, I will contribute to solving this mystery by focusing on two key questions:

when do galaxies shut off, and how does this transformation occur? I will do so by utilizing

spectroscopic samples of quiescent galaxies in conjunction with excellent ancillary data to

study the time immediately after the shutdown of star formation–when these young galaxies

are “post-starburst”–to understand what physical process is driving their transformation.
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1.1 When does quenching occur?

Before delving into the physical drivers of the quenching of massive galaxies, one must

first identify the moment in cosmic time that quenching is occurring. The approach to an-

swering such a question that is employed by observational astronomers is to study statistical

samples of galaxies across cosmic time to connect the dots between present day populations

and their progenitors. In this section, I will first describe the primary methodology that is

used in the study of the history of star formation in galaxies: spectral energy distribution

fitting. I will then describe the astronomical surveys that have been utilized to answer the

question of quenching. Finally, I will summarize the state of the knowledge in the field and

point to where my work will fill a gap in knowledge.

1.1.1 Measuring galaxy star formation histories

The spectral energy distribution (SED) of a galaxy is the sum of all the components of

light that are emitting in a galaxy–coming from stars, gas, dust, active galactic nuclei, etc.–

as a function of the wavelength. The shape and normalization of a galaxy’s SED contains

an immense amount of information about those sources of light. It follows then that one

can infer information about the physical properties of a galaxy by iterating over the possible

combinations of those sources of light to infer what combinations can produce the observed

SED shape of the galaxy. This technique, known as SED fitting, was employed as far back

as the 1970s with early stellar population models [77], became a staple in the archaeological

study of star formation histories with measured spectroscopic indices by the early 2000s

[113, 114, 205], and has evolved into an industry as samples of galaxies with broadband

SEDs have exploded with the advent of all-sky surveys.

There are now countless software packages that employ varying prescriptions for the

SED fitting of galaxies (for an excellent review of their comparative capabilities, see [149]),

but the general method remains the same across codes [41]: a galaxy is the sum of some

set of stellar populations that formed between the start of the universe and the time of the

galaxy’s observation. All of these stellar populations themselves evolve with time as massive

2



stars move off the main sequence and die off. The light from these stellar populations is

attenuated by dust, and the stellar populations may have some variable or fixed assumptions

about their metallicities. There may be some additional contributions from emission from

gas (often tied to the current star formation rate of the galaxy), active galactic nuclei (both

in the rest optical and the infrared), and warm dust, depending on the sophistication of the

models, the wavelength range of the data being fit, and the type of galaxy that is being

fit for. Finally, the source must be placed at multiple possible redshifts in the absence of

spectroscopic data. In the end, one can marginalize over all possible solutions that match

the observed SED shape to constrain basic parameters about the galaxy such as the mean

stellar age, the stellar mass, and the current star formation rate.

However, the application of this method to photometric data is not without limita-

tions. Because all information about the stellar population is coming from the shape of the

SED, these methods are extremely prone to degenerate combinations of parameters that can

produce similar shapes. The first and most obvious issue is that of photometric redshift un-

certainties. Because broadband photometry is by definition lacking in lines that anchor the

redshift of an object, the shape of the spectral energy distribution is often compatible with

a range of redshift solutions, adding significant uncertainty to the stellar mass. Thankfully,

massive galaxies, which tend to have strong Balmer/4000 Å breaks, are significantly less

susceptible to photometric redshift failures due to the presence of a strong continuum fea-

ture that reduces this uncertainty considerably. Far more damning for the study of massive,

red galaxies is the age-dust degeneracy, which results from the fact that dusty star form-

ing galaxies and old quiescent populations share extremely similar rest-optical SED shapes

[166, 151]. This degeneracy can be broken with the addition of rest-frame near infrared

(NIR) data, but it is often the case at high-redshift that photometry at the long wavelengths

that map to the rest-frame NIR is hard to come by, and thus, galaxy ages in the largest

samples can be highly uncertain.

An even more robust method of breaking these degeneracies is the addition of spectro-

scopic data to fits. Broadband fluxes measure the average flux density in large (∆λ ∼ 2000Å)

wavelength ranges, and as such they essentially completely insensitive to the individual spec-

tral features (in both emission and absorption) that contain valuable information about the
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Figure 1: SED fits using Prospector [110, 125, 109] to the photometry only (blue) and

photometry+spectrum (green) of a young quiescent galaxy from the DESI survey [175]. The

derived star formation histories with 68% confidence intervals are shown in the right panel.

In a perfect world, broadband photometry from the Legacy Survey [60] alone can confirm

the quiescence of this system, but only spectroscopy can precisely date when star formation

shut off.

current and past star formation in a galaxy. Take, for example, the galaxy presented in Fig-

ure 1. In the work presented in Chapter 4, I fit the combined photometry and spectroscopy

of this galaxy from the DESI survey with Prospector, a state-of-the-art SED fitting code

that implements non-parametric star formation histories in a fully Bayesian manner to mea-

sure galaxy properties and their associated covariant uncertainties [110, 125, 109], using a

flexible star formation history optimized for young quiescent galaxies [196]. I found that

it is consistent with having quenched ∼ 100 Myr in the past (see the green star formation

history). However, even in a perfect world where the redshift was determined (removing any

uncertainty about the location of key SED features), a fit of this same star formation history

to the photometry alone yields a much more uncertain star formation history (blue), where

it is clear that the galaxy is quiescent and fairly young, but significantly less can be said

about precisely when the quenching occurred. In this galaxy in particular, the constraints

on the precise time of quenching come from the relative strength of the Balmer absorption
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features, in addition to the lack of emission line infill of those features, and the asymmetric

Ca H+K doublet just blueward of 4000 Å. The addition of spectroscopy to SED fits signif-

icantly improves the fidelity of star formation histories, but the downside is that obtaining

spectra for large samples of galaxies is significantly more difficult than obtaining broadband

photometry.

In conclusion, SED fitting of broadband photometry is an excellent tool for unlocking the

star formation histories of galaxies, and the addition of spectroscopy to these fits improves

these fits considerably. I will now summarize the insights gleaned from more local and higher

redshift surveys of galaxy evolution as to when quenching occurred.

1.1.2 Galaxy Surveys

Unlike many other physicists, astronomers are not able to conduct controlled experiments

to understand the root cause of a physical process (though theorists certainly try their best

with simulations). Instead, observers are given the view of the night sky from the earth as

a dataset and left to mine it for insights, leveraging the finite speed of light to look back in

time at more distant galaxies to trace the fossil record of the universe. However, as telescope

resources are not infinite, choices obviously have to be made in the selection of which galaxies

are observed with which instruments, with significant trade offs between survey area, depth,

and the competing needs of galaxy evolution scientists and the other astronomers with whom

they share these resources (most often, cosmologists). In this section, I will give a brief

overview of some of the most important astronomical surveys as they relate to quenching in

both the local and more distant universe.

1.1.2.1 Low-redshift

Even before the discovery that galaxies were indeed galaxies, works such as the New

General Catalog [71] identified and compiled bright sources in the local volume. Much of the

early science on the bimodality came from dedicated follow-up of such sources. Spectroscop-

ically confirmed redshifts in conjunction with broadband colors allowed for the construction

of early color-magnitude diagrams that illustrated the correlation between color and mor-
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phology in nearby galaxies [54]. However, it was not until the advent of “redshift surveys”

with the joint goal of understanding cosmology (as at the time, settled questions such as

the isotropic nature of the universe were still up to debate) and galaxy evolution that the

diversity of the galaxy population was truly captured. The advent of multi-slit spectroscopy

allowed for significantly more galaxies to be observed in a single observing run, and early

works such as [67] utilized this technique to observe spectra in clusters at then-distant red-

shifts of ∼ 0.5. Dressler and Gunn observed a small but non-negligible number of galaxies

with strong Balmer absorption that was extremely rare in existing samples in the more-local

universe. They correctly concluded that such galaxies must represent systems that formed

a significant amount of stars in a recent burst and then shut off, as such strong Balmer ab-

sorption can only come from an A type stellar population (a population with a characteristic

age of ∼100 Myr-1 Gyr). While many of these galaxies also showed signatures of an older K

population (indicating that this burst may have occurred over an already older stellar popu-

lation; such galaxies are now commonly referred to as “E+A”, “K+A”, or “post-starburst”

to indicate an elliptical/old stellar population in addition to a younger A type population),

their presence indicated that at earlier epochs of the universe, the quenching of bursts of star

formation was still ongoing–a seminal observation in the field of quenching. Follow up on

“Butcher-Oemler” clusters with the vastly improved resolution and sensitivity of the Hubble

Space Telescope suggested that post-starburst galaxies, identified by their strong Balmer

line equivalent widths, are associated with mergers in cluster environments [46, 45].

More progress in this field came with the advent of the Las Campanas Redshift Survey

(LCRS), which marked a huge leap from the detailed study of small samples (100s-1000s

of galaxies) to much more complete samples of 10s of thousands of galaxies in the nearby

universe (z ≲ 0.2) [177]. Illustrating the rarity of these recently quenched systems locally,

[246] identified only 21 galaxies with deep Balmer absorption and limited [OII] emission in

the LCRS sample, and perhaps surprisingly found that ∼ 75% of these galaxies do not live in

clusters but are instead in the field. This study also established a clear link between mergers

and the “E+A” phase due to the detection of many tidal features, but the small number of

detections left a very open question as to how common this phase of evolution was, given

that the vast majority of red galaxies in LCRS do not exhibit significant Balmer absorption.
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Studies of the star formation histories of quiescent systems yielded similar conclusions that

the bulk of the star formation in massive quiescent galaxies occurred long before the present

day [205, 206].

The true sea change moment for the study of post-starburst galaxies, and galaxy evolution

generally, came with the advent of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) [243]. Using 5 band

ugriz imaging in conjunction with spectroscopy of > 106 sources in the initial data release,

SDSS revolutionized the census of the universe both by observing unprecedented wealth of

data and by democratizing the science via the public distribution of data. Early SDSS papers

utilized the combination of the Dn4000 (∝ the light-weighted age of a stellar population)

HδA (∝ the dominance of an A type stellar population, though this measurement is notably

not monotonic with age) indices to calculate stellar masses, ages, and rudimentary star

formation histories at an industrial scale [113, 114]. These seminal works highlighted the

true extent of the bimodality in the local universe, and strongly suggested that the most-

massive low-redshift galaxies are quiescent and have been quiescent for a very long time.

Crucially to the study of post-starburst galaxies, these studies accounted for the presence

of recent bursts in these galaxies and found that at the massive end, bursts are essentially

negligible, and locally post-starburst galaxies are largely a low mass phenomenon.

This work was further fleshed at low redshift by combining the stellar masses and colors of

galaxies with morphological classifications from Galaxy Zoo, a large program that leveraged

the general public’s interest in astronomy to visually classify huge amounts of SDSS data

[131, 130]. [168] approached the question of the galaxy bimodality at z < 0.05 by studying

in detail the so called “green valley,” the region in color space where the high mass quiescent

and lower-mass star forming galaxies are sparsely populated in color-magnitude space. They

found that in the low-redshift universe, the green valley is not populated by proto-quiescent

ellipticals that are transitioning into quiescence rapidly; instead, it is largely fading stellar

disks that are slowly transitioning through this boundary in color space. The rarity of

spheroidal galaxies in the green valley indicates that galaxies that experience morphological

transformation cross quickly, and that the rapid quenching process that produces the most

massive quiescent galaxies has long since stopped happening to significant portions of the

galaxy population.
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The work at low-redshift suggests a fairly definitive answer to the question posed in

the title of this section in the form of a negative: the quenching of massive galaxies is not

occurring commonly in the local universe. The formation of the red sequence occurred at far

earlier cosmic times, and as such, any work seeking to study the quenching process at this

epoch will necessarily be archaeological, with little chance of catching quenching in-the-act

in large statistical samples.

1.1.2.2 Intermediate-redshift

The definition of intermediate-redshift has always been a moving target based on the

depth and reach of the world’s most powerful telescopes. Even over the course of this thesis

work, the definition has been creeping to higher and higher redshift, especially with the

advent of JWST. Here, I will arbitrarily define it to mean galaxies at 0.2 ≲ z ≲ 2, where

a significant amount of work has been done in recent years to study the incidence and

properties of galaxies that are undergoing the rapid quenching process that should result in

quiescent elliptical descendants [168].

The large spectroscopic coverage of the SDSS has been a goldmine for identifying statisti-

cal samples of post-starburst galaxies even outside of the more local samples where targeting

is complete. While most of this work has focused on cataloging the source properties of such

samples in the way of structures [39, 162, 174, 176], molecular gas content [89, 90, 88, 190, 20],

and star formation histories [90, 191] (including work in the SQuIGGL⃗E sample in Chapter 2

and 3 in this thesis), work that took on the difficult task of quantifying the color-completeness

of SDSS samples like CMASS found that out to z ∼ 0.8, rapidly quenching post-starburst

galaxies account for a very small amount of the decline in star formation in the universe

[156]. Similar conclusions have been reached using other more complete spectroscopic sur-

veys such as IMACS and GAMA; while the number density of post-starburst galaxies is rising

with lookback time, they still represent a fairly small portion of the quiescent population

[154, 163]. This too is consistent with the archaeological study of intermediate-z quiescent

galaxies with SED fitting, which reveals that quiescent galaxies at this epoch have formation

redshifts of 2-3 [92, 150, 91, 36, 35, 76, 63, 221, 119].
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These conclusions have been similarly supported by photometric studies that have lever-

aged the insights of spectroscopic studies to make photometric selections that are robust on

samples that are complete to higher-redshift. The first attempt at this using the NEWFIRM

Medium Band Survey (NMBS) was able to quantify the growth in the population of young

quiescent galaxies out to z ∼ 2, and found that the number density increases dramatically at

z > 1 such that the majority of the growth in the quiescent sequence could be driven by this

channel, though photometric fitting left significant uncertainty on how rapid the quench-

ing in this young sample was [226]. Further studies have used more granular photometric

definitions that separate out young and old quiescent galaxies to quantify the rate of rapid

quenching, and a consensus is growing that rapid quenching is significantly more common at

higher redshift [230, 19, 231, 152], though there is some debate from star formation history

as to whether there is a real binary between rapid and slower channels [199]. In either case,

galaxies are quenching at z ∼ 2 and it is clear from studies of the mass function and star

formation rate density that the star formation rate of the universe declined steeply after this

point [145, 133, 64, 126, 127, 220], but large representative spectroscopic samples of these

galaxies in transition have yet to be observed. Whatever the mechanism is that is driving

rapid quenching in this epoch is the mechanism that is responsible for the formation of the

majority of the quiescent galaxies in the universe.

1.1.2.3 High-redshift

While the consensus is that the decline in the star formation rate of the universe and the

quenching of massive galaxies occurred after z ∼ 2, there is a growing body of spectroscopic

and robust photometric observations of massive quiescent systems as far back as z = 3 − 4

[189, 49, 94, 85, 141, 212, 58, 112, 34, 37]. For these galaxies to have formed ≳ 1011M⊙ in

the ∼ 2 Gyr after the big bang and for their star formation to have essentially completely

shut off, their quenching by definition must have been extremely rapid. Similar to how it

is unclear whether the low-redshift galaxies that have quenched rapidly are clear analogues

to the representative quiescent galaxies quenching at z ∼ 2, it is also unclear whether these

galaxies are higher redshift analogues to those same galaxies. As they represent some of
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the most massive galaxies in the universe at their epoch, they will be intensely studied in

the coming years as the infrared instrumentation on JWST unlocks their full SEDs and

structures.

1.1.3 We know when, but how quickly remains an open question

The growing body of evidence has indicated strongly that the star formation history

of the universe peaks at cosmic noon, z ∼ 2, and declines thereafter. Studies of the star

formation histories of galaxies have given strong evidence toward a rapid quenching chan-

nel, but questions of exactly how common this channel is remain open due the fundamental

limitations of photometric data to address timescales. In Chapter 4 of this thesis, I present

work that directly contributes to addressing this dearth of data by using the early Dark En-

ergy Spectroscopic Instrument (DESI) survey to constrain the incidence of rapidly quenching

galaxies with robustly constrained star formation histories out to z ∼ 1.3 with the largest

spectroscopic sample of post-starburst galaxies to date. While the DESI sample still falls

short of comprehensively cataloging the quenching at its peak epoch, the work showcases the

methodology that will, in the next generation of surveys, make immense strides in completing

our census of the decline of star formation in the universe.

1.2 How does quenching occur?

In the previous section, I described the observational evidence for quenching and the

consensus view that the star formation history of the universe peaked at z = 2 and declined

via the rapid quenching of galaxies after that. However, the focus there was entirely on

the when of quenching. Here, I turn my focus to the how, with an emphasis of the physical

observables that can constrain theories. The molecular gas surface density and star formation

rate surface density are strongly correlated in galaxies (as formulated in the now-ubiquitous

Kennicutt-Schmidt law [171, 117, 164, 201]). As such, it is clear that the mechanism that is

quenching galaxies must do something to either remove gas, halt the accretion of additional
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gas, or stop existing gas reservoirs from collapsing to form new stars [136]. Many of these

mechanisms are distinguishable via the study of the molecular gas content itself in these

galaxies; for example, the absence of molecular gas is strong evidence for a channel that

results in the removal of gas. However, in the example of gas removal, there are a plethora

physical processes that have been proposed to remove gas, and the absence of cold gas

detections would not alone be able to distinguish between them.

Thankfully, direct measurements of the molecular gas in recently quenched systems are

not the only way that observers can provide evidence in favor or contradicting theoretical

predictions of the rapid quenching mechanism. Instead, a more holistic set of observations

that ties together the star formation histories, AGN signatures, structures, and molecular

gas contents in recently quenched galaxies can paint a more clear picture of the conditions

under which the galaxy stopped forming new stars. In this section, I will outline some of

these key observations of recently quenched systems across cosmic time and the implications

for the physical drivers of quenching.

1.2.1 The role of gas and AGN in maintaining massive galaxy quiescence

Observations in both in the local universe [244, 51] and at higher-redshift [184, 234, 228]

show that the majority of massive quiescent galaxies are gas poor relative to their star

forming counterparts, with gas fractions (MH2/M⋆) at or below ∼ 1% in the local universe

and generally constrained to below ∼ 5% near cosmic noon. As such, any model that

accounts for the quenching of massive galaxies must both use up or remove the majority of

the gas in a galaxy and halt the future accretion of gas. In simulations, these observations

can essentially only be reproduced via the inclusion of feedback from active galactic nuclei

[188, 61, 118, 47, 102], which can serve to both remove the gas in galaxies, and perhaps more

importantly, to significantly reduce the inflow of gas from the hot halo via the maintenance

mode of feedback driven by hot gas accretion.

There is significant indirect evidence for the activity maintenance mode in massive galax-

ies. The bulge mass of a galaxy is strongly correlated with the mass of the supermassive

black hole [82], which should in turn be proportional to the magnitude of the radio feedback
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in galaxies. In turn, the bulge mass of a galaxy is the single best predictor of quiescence

in observational samples of galaxies [24]. Together, these correlations indicate that the

co-evolution of central black holes and galaxies themselves drives the transformation to qui-

escence, at least in halting the accretion of additional gas after the interstellar medium of

the galaxy is used up or removed.

However, the story of the removal of the interstellar medium, and more broadly the

connection between AGN and rapid quenching, is significantly less clear than the mainte-

nance of quiescence. CO observations of post-starburst galaxies in the local universe [89, 88]

and intermediate-z [190, 18, 20] have shown that galaxies can maintain significant (10-20%)

molecular gas fractions for ∼ 100 Myr after quenching; after that, galaxies tend to be un-

detected with upper limits that constrain them to typical quiescent molecular gas fractions.

While there is significant evidence for the increased presence of AGN in the youngest post-

starburst systems [97, 88], they tend to be weak and this correlation could simply be due to

the presence of gas that is fueling rather than the AGN itself impacting the gas. Furthermore,

direct observations of outflowing gas driven by AGN have yet to be seen in post-starburst

systems, so even if AGN can explain the maintenance of feedback, their presence does not

include smoking gun evidence of gas removal. Finally, the AGN themselves still do not pro-

vide any evidence for why a burst of star formation seems to precede the rapid quenching of

galaxies.

1.2.2 Clues from structural measurements

The growing body of evidence for the quenching process in massive galaxies appears to be

that galaxies undergo a process of rapid truncation in their star formation rate that results in

a quiescent galaxy with a early-type morphology, a distinct physical process from the slower

quenching mode that populates the green valley with red disks [168, 230, 239, 19, 235]. The

question remains however as to what the cause of this rapid truncation is. It is here that

detailed structural studies of the descendants of rapid quenching, post-starburst galaxies,

can provide evidence as to the cause of this truncation.

From this body of evidence, a clear consensus is emerging as well; galaxies that quench
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rapidly at intermediate-high redshift have compact, early-type morphologies in the period

immediately after quenching as borne out in their compact sizes and high Sérsic indices [226,

241, 9, 135, 239, 194, 238, 195]. This implies that the galaxies experienced compact and rapid

star formation in the period immediately prior to quenching, and that either morphological

transformation accompanies the quenching process via a compaction event that funnels gas

inward, inducing a burst of star formation and triggering an AGN [101, 55, 250, 200], or that

the galaxies were already compact prior to reaching the necessary threshold in density for

quiescence [217]. This points to submillimeter galaxies [209, 210] or compact star forming

galaxies [15, 14] as a likely progenitor population to post-starburst galaxies, as they are

compact and have intense star formation rates that could, if rapidly quenched, result in

galaxies that look very similar to post-starburst galaxies

One potential pathway that could lead to a compaction type event is gas rich major

mergers, which can effectively funnel gas toward the center of a galaxy and induce centralized

star formation [17, 101, 222]. There is significant evidence that post-starburst galaxies at

low- and intermediate-redshift are associated with mergers due to their over-abundance of

tidal features relative to field quiescent and star forming galaxies [157, 167, 219, 75, 233],

but at higher redshift the picture remains less clear due to the resolution and depth limits of

existing surveys of young, massive quiescent galaxies; there are some predictions that violent

disk instabilities or other secular processes may dominate at these epochs [222, 250].

Spatially resolved studies of galaxies have the ability to distinguish between different

pathways. At low-z, IFU surveys like SDSS MaNGA [29] have enabled the study of local

post-starburst systems that exhibit a variety of radial structures [162, 39], but outside the

local universe resolved studies of young quiescent systems have been sparse due to the obser-

vational difficulty of obtaining resolved spectroscopy. One-dimensional slit experiments have

shown some evidence of positive age gradients, pointing to a central burst quenching mech-

anism [59], while HST/GRISM observations have been more varied but have shown some

evidence for more flat age gradients [107, 5, 6], potentially indicating that rapid quenching

is a more galaxy wide event. However, dust gradients complicate all these interpretations

significantly, as the flat color gradients observed in photometric studies can also point to

compaction in the case where dust is obscuring the central region of the galaxy where a
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burst is occurring [194, 195]. There is significant room for new discoveries in this space by

studying spectroscopic samples of young quiescent galaxies with ground based observatories

at intermediate-z, and it is likely that the advent of JWST will provide ample opportunities

to extend this work to high redshift to directly probe the spatially varying stellar populations

in young quiescent galaxies.

1.3 Thesis outline

In this thesis, I will utilize two spectroscopic samples of young quiescent galaxies to

address gaps in the knowledge of the how and why of quenching. The first of these is

the SQuIGGL⃗E sample, which was selected from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey at z > 0.5

using a rest frame UBV color cut that is optimized for the selection of galaxies with stellar

populations dominated by A-type stars [123, 191]. The pure selection of a population from

z = 0.5 − 0.9 provides an excellent laboratory to study quenching, and in this redshift

range it is one of the largest samples of recently quenched galaxies with robust measured

star formation histories. Our team has been active in acquiring ancillary data to study the

molecular gas content [190, 20], structures [105], merger signatures [219, 187], and AGN [97]

in this post-starburst sample.

In Chapter 2 of this thesis, I conduct a follow-up of the pilot study conducted by [105],

who observed a flat Hδ,A gradient in a single z ∼ 0.7 massive post-starburst galaxy using

spatially resolved Gemini/GMOS spectroscopy, indicating that the galaxy quenched on ∼ 5

kpc spatial scales simultaneously. Using additional follow-up GMOS spectroscopy of five

additional galaxies, I perform additional analysis constraining the rotational motion and age

gradients in a larger sample to test predictions of models of quenching described in Section

1.2.

The SQuIGGL⃗E sample was selected from the SDSS with spectroscopy that is sufficiently

deep to perform robust star formation history fitting [191]. However, the imaging from SDSS

is not up to the task of measuring structures at intermediate-z due to the lack of depth and

resolution. In Chapter 3, I analyze a subsample of SQuIGGL⃗E that overlaps with the
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Hyper-Suprime Cam imaging survey [3], utilizing the increased depth and resolution of that

imaging to study the structures of this unique post-starburst sample.

SQuIGGL⃗E was largely selected from the highest-redshift end of the SDSS BOSS sample

where targeting is very incomplete, limiting the ability to constrain number densities [53].

However, the in-progress DESI Luminous Red Galaxy (LRG) survey is mass-complete to

significantly higher redshift than SDSS [248], and as such, it provides novel samples to study

the incidence of rapid quenching. In Chapter 4, I use early, deep spectroscopy from the

DESI LRG Survey Validation sample to fit star formation histories to ∼ 20000 massive

quiescent galaxies, constraining the evolving number density of recently quenched galaxies

at z = 0.4 − 1.3 [249, 248].

Finally, in Chapter 5, I provide a summary of my work and my thoughts on the path

forward toward a better understanding of the when and how of rapid quenching as novel

surveys begin to unlock the spectroscopy of complete samples near cosmic noon.
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2.0 SQuIGGL⃗E Survey: Massive z∼0.6 Post-Starburst Galaxies Exhibit Flat

Age Gradients

2.1 Introduction

Modern astronomical surveys have confirmed that the population of galaxies is bimodal,

dividing fairly neatly into star-forming and quiescent populations. This bimodality is present

in galaxy colors [23, 108], sizes and structures [178, 214], and star formation rates [148], al-

though some studies suggest that the quiescent galaxies represent a long tail in star-formation

rates as opposed to a distinct population and that the existence of a “green valley” may be

the result of optical sample selection [72, 50]. Nevertheless, at some point, all quiescent

galaxies must have been star-forming; therefore, they are the descendants of a past star

forming population that has turned off its star formation, or quenched. Whether the star

forming progenitors of today’s elliptical galaxies resembled their counterparts today remains

to be seen [202]. Despite this uncertainty, the existence of massive quiescent galaxies as early

as z ∼ 4 [189, 49, 204, 85, 141] implies that many galaxies transition from star-forming to

quiescent via a rapid channel that shuts off star formation quickly and efficiently.

In order to empirically understand this rapid channel of quenching, one can study galaxies

which have recently ended an intense episode of star formation. These galaxies, often called

post-starburst (PSB) galaxies, can be identified by their spectral energy distributions (SEDs)

which exhibit spectral shapes and features characteristic of A stars, indicating that star

formation shut down in the last ∼ 1 Gyr [67, 245]. Post-starburst galaxies can be selected

by their strong Balmer absorption features and low star-formation rates [89]. While some

post-starbursts appear to be galaxies in transition from star-forming to quiescent for the first

time [7], others may be older “K+A” quiescent galaxies with composite SEDs that include

light from K-giants along with A stars formed in a frosting of recent star formation [90].

Many physical models have been proposed for shutting off star formation and the relative

efficiency of different physical mechanisms can vary throughout a galaxy. Therefore, the

distribution of stellar ages in a galaxy, which themselves hold a record of the star formation
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history, can be used to distinguish among models. For example, mergers can drive gas to

the center of a galaxy, triggering a strong burst of star-formation, after which the galaxy

quenches [101, 182, 222]. This quenching pathway would produce a positive age gradient,

where the stellar population at the center of the galaxy is younger than the population on

the outskirts. In contrast, simulations of quenching via wet compaction, where gas migrates

inward in a way which compacts a galaxy, suggest that galaxies may experience extended

star formation outside their core after the central gas is depleted, resulting in negative radial

age gradients [198, 250].

Spatially resolved studies of the stellar populations of post-starburst galaxies at low-

redshift have found a range of stellar age profiles traced by spectral indicators like HδA and

Dn4000 [240, 160, 39], and local starburst galaxies appear to be experiencing centrally con-

centrated bursts [74]. However, these galaxies may not be representative of the evolutionary

path that quenches galaxies for the first time. While low-mass local post-starburst galaxies

can be extremely burst-dominated, at higher mass where the aforementioned bimodalities

are the most extreme, post-starbursts are predominantly “K+A” post-starbursts in which a

small burst has occurred in a quiescent galaxy that formed at high redshift [99, 90]. This

indicates that while massive post-starbursts do exist in the local universe, they do not tend

to be galaxies that are quenching their primary epoch of star formation, which is unsur-

prising given that local massive galaxies are almost exclusively old [140]. Furthermore,

post-starbursts constitute a negligible part of the z < 1 luminous galaxy population [156]

and while massive post-starbursts exist at intermediate redshift (0.5 < z < 1), it is not

until z = 2 that they start to represent a significant fraction of the population of massive,

quenched galaxies [226, 230]. Thus, in order to understand the galaxies which are quenching

their primary epoch of star formation, we must look to earlier cosmic time.

While z = 2 quenched galaxies are still beyond the reach of spatially resolved spec-

troscopic studies outside of extreme lensed systems [107, 5], intermediate-redshift post-

starbursts are more accessible. Post-starburst galaxies have been studied in the Large Extra

Galactic Astrophysics Census (LEGA-C) survey, which consists of deep (∼20 hours/galaxy)

spectra of galaxies at z ∼ 0.8 in the COSMOS field [215]. These intermediate mass

(1010 M⊙ < M⋆ < 1011 M⊙) post-starbursts have positive age gradients [59] and com-
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pact sizes [239, 238] consistent with formation via a recent central starburst. However, these

galaxies, like their counterparts at low redshift, are observed following a frosting of recent

star formation; the strong, but not extreme, HδA in their sample indicates that K-giant stars

are contributing significantly to the optical light of these galaxies. LEGA-C’s pencil beam

survey design does not allow it to find the rare but crucial A-star dominated post-starbursts

that are in the stage of rapid transition from star forming to quiescent. By leveraging the

wide-area of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS), one can identify rare galaxies at interme-

diate redshift that have recently shut off their primary epoch of star formation. In a pilot

program, [105] found a flat age gradient in a single z=0.747 galaxy, indicating that the most

extreme post-starbursts may quench differently than their less extreme “K+A” counterparts.

In this work, we build on that study of J0912+1523 and present five additional IFU

observations of massive (M⋆ ≥ 1011M⊙), burst-dominated post-starburst galaxies at z ∼

0.6. In Section 2.2, we describe the parent SQuIGGL⃗E sample, as well as our spectroscopic

analysis of the follow-up GMOS observations presented in this work. In Section 2.3, we

discuss the spatially resolved stellar populations of the sample. Finally, in Section 2.4, we

highlight the implications of our study on the quenching of massive galaxies in this epoch.

Throughout this paper we assume a concordance ΛCDM cosmology with ΩΛ = 0.7, Ωm = 0.3

and H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1, and quote AB magnitudes.

2.2 Data

2.2.1 The SQuIGGL⃗E Sample

For this study, we target a subsample of galaxies from the SQuIGGL⃗E (Studying Quench-

ing in Intermediate-z Galaxies: Gas, AnguL⃗ar Momentum, and Evolution) Survey (K. Suess

et. al in preparation). SQuIGGL⃗E is designed to identify post-starburst galaxies that

have recently quenched their primary epoch of star formation. The survey identifies all

galaxies at z > 0.5 with integrated signal-to-noise of 6 in synthetic rest-frame U, B, and

V filters from spectroscopic data in SDSS DR14 [1]. We use the rest-frame color cuts
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Figure 2: SDSS observed i-band magnitude versus redshift (left), stellar mass versus redshift

(center), and HδA versus Dn4000 (right) for the entire SQuIGGL⃗E sample. In each panel,

the Gemini/GMOS targets are shown as stars, where filled stars are those that are included

in this sample. The Gemini/GMOS targets are among the brightest galaxies in the parent

sample by selection. In the right panel, the distribution of similarly massive (M⋆ > 1010.7 M⊙)

galaxies at 0.6 < z < 0.8 from the LEGA-C survey are indicated by the grey shaded region.

The SQuIGGL⃗E galaxies are all significantly offset in HδA versus Dn4000 from the LEGA-C

quiescent galaxies at this redshift. The Gemini/GMOS targets span the SQuIGGL⃗E range

of Dn4000 and are higher on average in HδA.
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Figure 3: The Gemini/GMOS spectra integrated within a 2” circular aperture for each target

are shown on the left. The grey line is the error on the flux and relevant lines are labeled.

The spectra are plotted as transparent where they are masked due to strong telluric features.

The luminosity-weighted inner (rcirc <3 kpc, blue) and outer (rcirc >3 kpc, red) spectra are

shown in the right panel, highlighting the Lick HδA bandpass (dark gray) and continuum

(light gray). Absorption features are remarkably uniform in the inner and outer spectra,

with strong Balmer absorption throughout. All spectra are normalized to the flux at 4000

Å in the rest-frame.
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(U − B > 0.975;−0.25 < B − V < 0.45) in [122] to identify post-starburst galaxies with

strong Balmer breaks and blue colors redward of the break, thereby selecting A-star dom-

inated spectral energy distributions (SEDs). This selection identifies 1318 unique galaxies

with 0.5 < z < 0.94 and 17.94 < i < 20.47. To characterize the stellar populations and

measure stellar masses, we perform stellar population synthesis modeling of the SDSS spec-

tra and ugriz photometry using FAST++1, an implementation of the popular FAST program

[123]. We assume a delayed exponential star formation history, BC03 stellar population

libraries [28], a [38] initial mass function, and a [30] dust law. The galaxy masses span

1010.11M⊙ < M⋆ < 1011.63M⊙ with mean M⋆ = 1011.0M⊙. Although SQuIGGL⃗E galaxies are

not explicitly selected based on their HδA absorption, the sample exclusively exhibits strong

Balmer absorption consistent with the common post-starburst selection: 98% of the sample

meets a HδA > 4 Å criterion sometimes used to select post-starburst galaxies [89, 239]. The

extremely strong Balmer absorption in this sample (median HδA=7.12 Å) reflects a recently

burst of star formation is dominating both the mass and light of these galaxies [113].

2.2.2 Gemini/GMOS Observations

From the 1318 SQuIGGL⃗E galaxies, we conducted follow-up observations of ten optically-

bright SQuIGGL⃗E galaxies using the GMOS IFU instruments on Gemini North and South.

In Figure 2, we show the Gemini/GMOS targets (large stars) and the parent SQuIGGL⃗E

sample (small symbols) in SDSS i magnitude versus redshift, mass versus redshift, and HδA

versus Dn4000. Comparing to massive galaxies in the LEGA-C survey, the high HδA and

low Dn4000 of SQuIGGL⃗E indicate that the post-starburst galaxies we select are indeed

significantly younger than typical z ∼ 0.7 quiescent galaxies. Objects that fall short of tar-

get depths are indicated by open symbols. The integration times (∼ 2.5 hours/galaxy) were

chosen to measure the stellar continuum in spatially resolved spaxels and annuli to probe

the kinematics and ages of the stellar populations of each galaxy. Each galaxy was observed

using the R400 grating (5500Å < λ < 10500Å). The observations were collected between

2016 and 2019. Each exposure was bias subtracted, scattered light corrected, cosmic ray

1https://github.com/cschreib/fastpp
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Figure 4: Measured stellar velocity (top) and velocity error (bottom) maps for the massive

post-starburst galaxies in this sample. In J1109+0040, J0912+1523, and J0835+3121, un-

ambiguous velocity gradients are detected, despite very different seeing conditions. For the

rest of the sample, ordered motion is either ambiguous or non-existent. Effective point spread

functions are not well-constrained for these observations, but worst-case FWHM limits are

indicated by gray dashed lines.

rejected, flat field corrected, wavelength calibrated, response corrected (using a standard

star which was not observed on the same night as the observations), and sky subtracted

using the gfreduce and related IRAF packages following [128]. All individual datacubes were

constructed using the gfcube package at a resolution of 0.05 ”/pixel. Each spatial pixel was

then iteratively sigma clipped using astropy sigma clip to remove noise spikes at the 5-σ

level [11, 10]. We performed an additional sky subtraction using a spline fit to the median of

the outer pixels to account for any catastrophic over- or under-subtraction of the continuum

in the GMOS pipeline.

We combined all individual reduced datacubes for each object using an inverse variance

weighted average. We truncate the spectra above 8500 Å because the data quality drops off

severely and there are no useful spectral features present. Because the standard stars were
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not observed under the same viewing conditions and orientation as the science frames, the

initial response correction is uncertain. We use the SDSS spectra to improve the response

correction, using the luminosity weighted average of each cube within the 2” or 3” SDSS

fiber aperture to obtain a 1D integrated galaxy spectrum. We fit a 10th order polynomial

to models of the SDSS continuum generated by FAST, and do the same with the integrated

GMOS spectra. We use the ratio of these polynomials to rectify the spectral shape of each

individual spaxel.

Individual spaxels in the datacubes generally have insufficient signal-to-noise to facili-

tate robust measurement of stellar absorption features (median S/N∼0.8 Å−1 in the outer

spaxels), so some binning is required. We Voronoi bin [32, 31] the data to a signal-to-noise

of 6 Å−1 at ∼ 4100 Å. In addition, we bin the spaxels using elliptical isophotes with an axis

ratio and orientation we fit with the photutils python package [27]. We adopt an adaptive

binning scheme, expanding the semi-major axis of the isophotal ellipses until we reach a tar-

get uncertainty in the Lick HδA index less than 1.5 Å. These annular measurements sacrifice

spatial resolution to gain signal to noise and provide a natural comparison to radial models

by use of the circularized radius, defined as rcirc ≡
√
ab, where a and b are the semi-major

and semi-minor axes of the ellipse that intersects the center of the bin

Unfortunately, the signal-to-noise in the stellar continuum in several datacubes were

insufficient for this analysis. Three were not observed to a depth where we could resolve six

Voronoi bins, so we exclude them from all additional analysis. We also exclude one other

galaxy due to issues with strong residual sky features that overlap with HδA spectral feature.

The details of the remaining six galaxies, including integration times and approximate seeing

conditions, are presented in Table 1. The integrated spectra of the sample are shown in

the left panels of Figure 3. In the right panels, we highlight the HδA bandpass and show

luminosity weighted spectra from inner (rcirc < 3 kpc, blue) and outer (rcirc > 3 kpc, red)

annuli. In all galaxies except for J0835+3121, the Balmer absorption is similarly strong in

both the inner and outer bins.

We use Penalized Pixel Fitting (pPXF) [33] to measure the stellar line-of-sight velocities

in each Voronoi bin. We fit the spectra using theoretical stellar spectral libraries to match

the spectral resolution of the observations, which are ∼ 0.5 Å pixel−1 in the rest frame [21].
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We fit the spatially binned spectra using a 1st order multiplicative polynomial and 5th order

additive polynomial to account for uncertainty in the continuum shape. We measure the Lick

HδA index using pyphot2, fitting the continuum with a 1st order polynomial. We estimate

the uncertainty in this index via a 1000-iteration Monte Carlo resampling of the error vector.

Due to the limited field of view of GMOS (3.5”x5”), our observations never include

nearby stars, and as such, cannot exactly constrain the effective point spread function (PSF).

However, due to the small angular sizes of the sample galaxies, we expect the impact of

beam smearing to be strong, and must account for it in our analysis. Gemini provides seeing

information in their RAW-IQ scores for the observations that measure an upper limit for the

FWHM of the PSF at zenith. For galaxies observed in IQ-20, the seeing at zenith should

be no greater than 0.5”. For galaxies observed in IQ-70, the seeing at zenith should be no

greater than 0.75”. These values can be corrected for airmass effects as:

FWHMcorr = FWHMzenith ∗ (airmass)0.6 (1)

We treat FWHMcorr as the FWHM of a Moffat profile and consider it to be a conservative

upper limit on the seeing that we use in our analysis of these galaxies.

2.3 Analysis

2.3.1 Stellar Velocities and HδA Profiles

Using the Voronoi bins and elliptical annuli discussed in Section 2.2.2, we can study

the ordered motion and spatially-resolved age sensitive features in this sample of massive

post-starbursts. In Figure 4, we present stellar velocity maps of the sample. Two galaxies

(J0912+1523 and J0835+3121) show clear signs of strong ordered motion, with a third

(J1109-0040) showing weaker but still significant velocity gradient. The other three galaxies

do not exhibit statistically significant velocity gradients. Detailed analysis of the intrinsic

velocity structures of these galaxies would require a more precise model of the point spread

2https://github.com/mfouesneau/pyphot
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Figure 5: HδA maps for the final sample in Voronoi (left) and annular bins (center). The

dashed error bars represents the FWHM of the worst case seeing conditions. (Right): HδA

profiles versus circularized radius for Voronoi bins (blue symbols) and annular bins (black line

with gray band). The red vertical lines represent the worst-case half-width half maximum of

the point spread function. The dashed horizontal line at 4 Å indicates the common threshold

to spectroscopically identify post-starburst galaxies. The entire sample is consistent with

PSB-like absorption at all radii.
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Figure 6: (a) Annular HδA profiles (a) and gradients (b) for the sample as a function of

physical radius. The error bar represents the average error in the measurements of HδA. (b)

Radial HδA trends relative to the central measurement. The blue points show the running

mean and error on the mean in 0.75 kpc bins. The average profile is flat to 5.5 kpc.
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Figure 7: An example of the model spectra that can be generated using the two burst toy

model. In the main figure, old population that formed 90% of the total mass at z=2, repre-

senting a population of older stars which formed at early times (red spectrum), is combined

with a recent 300 Myr burst that quenched 100 Myr prior to observation (blue spectrum),

to produce a post-starburst integrated spectrum (green). The spectra are normalized to the

flux at 4000 Å in the composite spectrum. The inset panel shows the star formation history

that produces these SEDs, with the same color scheme as the main figure.

function and is outside the scope of the current paper (see [105] for more in depth discussion

about the velocity structure of J0912+1523). However, the fact that we successfully resolve

rotation in one of the galaxies that was observed under the worst seeing conditions indicates

that all targets are at least marginally spatially resolved.

The Hδ absorption feature at 4100 Å and the Dn4000 ratio of flux redward and blueward

of the Balmer/4000 Å break together are very powerful in constraining the age of a stellar

population [113]. However, Dn4000 is very sensitive to systematic uncertainties in the sky

subtraction and response correction, especially in faint outer spaxels (for more, see [105]).
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In contrast, HδA is insensitive to both these uncertainties in addition to dust extinction.

Given the extreme HδA exhibited by galaxies in this sample, we elect to use it alone as a

tracer of stellar age, as strong absorption is still very constraining (see Section 2.3.2). In

Figure 5, we show HδA maps in both Voronoi (left) and annular (center) binning schemes.

The right column shows sets of HδA measurements versus the circularized radius. In blue,

the Voronoi measurements are plotted with associated errors. The black line and shaded

region correspond to the annular measurements and associated errors. All galaxies exhibit

PSB-like light (HδA > 4 Å, black dashed line) at all radii. In Figure 6, all annular profiles

(6a) and gradients (6b) are shown as a function of the physical circularized radius with a

characteristic error bar in the bottom corner. The average ∆HδA is shown as blue points

with error bars representing the error in the mean. Out to 5.5 kpc, the average gradient of

this sample is flat. If we remove J0835+3121, which is host to the most significant gradient,

there is a small signature of stronger absorption at large radii.

In Table 2, we list the measurements of HδA and HδA gradients. The HδA indices

measured from spatially integrated spectra in a 2” aperture are listed first with associated

errors. We also measure the slope of the annular profiles using the publicly available Markov

Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) fitting code emcee [84] to perform a linear regression. Four of

the six galaxies are consistent with a flat HδA gradient at the 2-σ level, while the galaxy

J0912+1523 has a slightly increasing HδA profile. Only J0835+3121 exhibits a negative

gradient in HδA. We also measure the Spearman correlation coefficients for each HδA profile

and reach similar conclusions to those in the linear regressions.

2.3.2 Flat Age Gradients in SQuIGGL⃗E Post-Starbursts

In most stellar populations, HδA is insufficient to constrain age because it does not mono-

tonically increase or decrease with time and therefore cannot be inverted [113]. However, for

very high values, HδA has significant constraining power because the light-weighted spectrum

of a galaxy must be dominated by short-lived A-type stars to result in such extreme absorp-

tion. In this section, we utilize a simple two-burst star formation history model to constrain

the radial age profiles in these galaxies. We implement this modeling in two ways. First,
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Table 2: Properties of radial HδA profiles

Name Integrated HδA
1 dHδA

dr Spearman ρ2

(Å ) (Å kpc−1)

J1109-0040 8.94 ± 0.15 0.21 ± 0.21 0.371
J0233+0052 8.73 ± 0.17 0.47 ± 0.32 0.482
J0912+1523 9.0 ± 0.04 0.25 ± 0.06 0.834
J0835+3121 8.03 ± 0.13 -0.66 ± 0.17 -0.968
J0753+2403 9.06 ± 0.15 0.3 ± 0.24 0.401
J1448+1010 8.02 ± 0.25 -0.03 ± 0.22 -0.191

1This value is measured on the luminosity weighted combination of spaxels within a 2”-diameter circular
aperture.
2The Spearman correlation coefficient for the annular measurements of HδA as a function of the
circularized radius.

we treat the annular HδA measurements as independent, and use the model to understand

the range of light-weighted ages (tLW ) that correspond to these measurements. Second, we

test the extreme case of a nuclear starburst imposed on an older stellar disk to test whether

the flat observed HδA profiles could result from an unresolved central burst. Together, these

models will inform the type of intrinsic age profiles and formation mechanisms of the sample.

In order to produce model spectra, we use a simple two top hat star formation history

illustrated in Figure 7. This model generates two distinct stellar populations, one of which

is representative of a galaxy that formed stars at early times and another that represents a

younger, more recently formed population. The model allows for a combination of old and

young populations with the flexibility to tune the length and timing of the younger burst in

addition to the mass fraction. We use the FSPS python package to generate composite stellar

population synthesis models with custom star formation histories [43, 42, 83]. We adopt MIST

isochrones [65, 40] and use MILES spectral libraries [165, 78]. For all models, we assume solar

metallicity, and we test to ensure that our conclusions are valid for different assumptions.

The model depends on 3 parameters: the time since quenching (tquench), the secondary burst

fraction (fburst, defined as the ratio of the mass formed in the recent burst to the total mass

formed), and the length of the recent burst (tburst). We fix the older burst last for a duration

of 1 Gyr centered at z = 2 to represent star formation which occurred well before the recent

burst. For an old stellar population, both HδA and the luminosity vary weakly with time,
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Figure 8: The secondary burst fraction versus time since quenching for our toy models which

result in HδA > 7 Å. The points are colored by the light-weighted age (at 4000 Å) and the

size of the points is proportional to the number of models in the library that meet the HδA

criteria in that bin. The plots are divided into the models which have HδA 7-8 Å (top left),

8-9 Å (top right), 9-10 Å (bottom left), and 10-11 Å (bottom right). High values of HδA are

only possible for galaxies with light-weighted ages that are on the order of the time since

quenching and an A-type stellar population is dominating the light.
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Figure 9: (a) Light-weighted age at 4000Å as a function of the circularized radius, as derived

from two-burst star formation histories. The solid lines show the median light-weighted age

fit to each measurement and the grey shaded regions bound the 1-σ spread about the median.

The galaxies are consistent with being ∼ 600 Myr old. (b) Age gradient profiles as a function

of the circularized radius. The shaded background represents the sum of the posteriors for

the light-weighted age of all 6 galaxies in the sample, divided by the total number of galaxies

in the sample. The blue points are the median of the average posterior, along with errors

determined via jackknife resampling. The sample exhibits flat age gradients out to 5.5 kpc.
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so our results are insensitive to the choice of the old burst’s exact age and star formation

history. The combination of these parameters allows for a wide range of quenching histories

and naturally produces post-starburst SEDs. Example models for a burst fraction of 10%,

tquench = 100 Gyr, and tburst = 300 Myr are shown in Figure 7. Because of the vastly different

mass-to-light ratios, a recent burst population (blue) which only contributes a small part of

the mass budget of the galaxy can still significantly dominate the light of an older population

(red), resulting in a composite spectrum (green) which exhibits strong Balmer features. HδA

is sensitive to changes in all three of the model parameters.

Using this model, we can probe the parameter space that can produce sufficiently high

HδA to match the observations. We generate a model library with 40 linearly spaced points

0.01 Gyr ≤ tquench ≤ 2 Gyr, 99 linearly spaced points with 1% ≤ fburst ≤ 99%, and 40

linearly spaced points 0.01 Gyr ≤ tburst ≤ 2 Gyr, and measure HδA and the light-weighted

age (at 4000 Å) for each star formation history. In Figure 8, we show the models collapsed

in fburst versus tquench that can result in HδA > 7 Å. The symbols are colored by mean

light-weighted age and symbol size indicates the number of models that lie in that region

of parameter space. Such high HδA values most often result from a high secondary burst

fraction and a short time since quenching (tquench < 0.8 Gyr), which together result in

young light-weighted ages. HδA > 8 Å constrains the light-weighted stellar population to be

younger than 1 Gyr, while HδA > 9 Å can only be produced by a stellar population that is

between 200 and 600 Myr old. The star formation rate of the secondary burst is extremely

degenerate with the length of the burst and is not well constrained by HδA alone. However,

all models which result in HδA > 7 Å can at least be constrained to have star formation rates

above the [227] star-forming main sequence at z=0.7 in order to form 1011 solar masses by

the time of observation, indicating that these galaxies likely went through a recent starburst

phase.

We use this library of models to fit the observed HδA profiles and convert empirical

measurements to light-weighted age profiles and gradients. For each individual HδA mea-

surement, we marginalize over tquench, fburst, and tburst and plot the median light-weighted

age as solid lines and the 68% confidence intervals as shaded regions in Figure 9a. The light

weighted ages in all cases are young, and in four of the six galaxies are constrained to be
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≲ 1 Gyr at all radii. We run identical fits assuming both sub- and super- solar metallicity

(logZ = [−1.0,−0.5, 0.5, 1.0]) and find that systematic shifts in the inferred light-weighted

ages are ≲ 100 Myr, which are much smaller than the errors in our fits. The shift is such that

low metallicity leads to older inferred ages and high metallicity to younger ages. In Figure

9b, we show the trends relative to the central light-weighted age. In addition, we bin the

posteriors for the light-weighted age as a function of radius for the sample and show the full

posterior as a shaded region in the background, with the median and errors calculated from

jackknife resampling in 0.75 kpc bins as blue points and error bars. The sample average is

flat, and any deviations in the median of the posterior are ≤ 100 Myr. The gradient of the

average sample is flat regardless of our assumptions about metallicity.

Clearly the extreme HδA in these massive post-starbursts necessitates that light from

A-type stars dominate at all radii. However, due to the relatively low spatial resolution

of our data, it is possible that this is not the result of a spatially extended post-starburst

region but instead a secondary and unresolved nuclear burst of star formation. These nuclear

starbursts are found in compact galaxies at z ∼ 0.6 [173], and could wash out any intrinsic

age-gradients by dominating the optical light under poor seeing conditions. We employ a

toy model of an older, extended population superimposed with a nuclear starburst to test

whether the observed HδA profiles could result from an unresolved secondary central burst.

The details of this model and the fits to the galaxies are summarized in Appendix A.1.

In short, we fit the radial HδA profiles of each galaxy with a central young burst and a

spatially-extended old population (to represent a stellar disk at z = 2) and test whether

intrinsic positive age gradients could be masquerading as flat gradients under the worst-case

seeing conditions outlined in Section 2.2.2. The results of this fitting are shown in Figure 10

as 1000 models drawn from the posterior (left) and a cumulative distribution function for

the burst fraction (right). One galaxy, J0835+3121, is well fit by a secondary central burst

with fburst ∼ 20%, but the flat profiles in the remaining galaxies can only be produced by a

central burst if a substantial amount of the mass (median fburst = 66− 98%, see Table A.1)

was formed in the most recent episode of star formation. For these five galaxies, we conclude

that the HδA profiles must be the result of either a spatially extended post-starburst region,

or that they must have formed the majority of their mass in the last ∼ 0.5 Gyr such that
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Figure 10: Observed HδA profiles with profiles derived from central burst toy models con-

volved with pessimistic seeing conditions (left) and cumulative distribution function of burst

fractions obtained from those models (right). 1000 models randomly drawn from the pos-

teriors are superimposed on each panel, with colored lines indicating models that form a

subdominant secondary burst and black profiles indicating models in which > 50% of stars

were formed in the central burst. The flat HδA profiles exhibited by five galaxies are only

consistent with unresolved, central bursts if the majority of stars were formed in the burst.

Only J0835+3121 (shown on the cumulative distribution function as a dashed line) is best

fit by a secondary central burst that formed ∼ 20% of the total galaxy mass.
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the burst is not secondary, but instead is the dominant epoch of the galaxy’s star formation.

Either way, the optical light at all radii must be dominated by a recent burst which means

that star-formation occurred and shut off uniformly throughout the galaxies.

2.4 Discussion

In this work, we find strong evidence that the stellar ages in z ∼ 0.6 massive post-

starburst galaxies are comparable across the face of the galaxy, at least to ∼ 5 kpc. In

contrast, both star-forming and quiescent galaxies tend to have intrinsically negative color

gradients out to z = 2 [194], indicating that younger stars dominate the light profiles of these

galaxies at large radii while older stars dominate in their cores. In star forming galaxies,

these negative age gradients can be ascribed to star formation in disks, which populates the

outer regions of galaxies with younger stars [147], and in quiescent galaxies they are likely

caused by the addition of ex-situ stars, which puff up the outer regions with younger stars

from less massive systems [22, 146, 100, 218]. The lack of radial trends in the stellar ages

of this sample indicates that if SQuIGGL⃗E post-starbursts are galaxies in transition from

star-forming to quiescent, the process that quenches them must do so in a way that erases

the existing negative age gradient from the progenitor stellar disk. The high HδA that we

observe everywhere implies that these galaxies are not typical star-forming galaxies which

simply truncated their star-formation, but instead have actually experienced an enhancement

in star-formation rate which preceded quenching. Local starburst galaxies have been shown

to have flat star-forming surface densities and light weighted ages [25], and such galaxies

could indeed evolve into post-starbursts like the ones we observe.

If instead the progenitors are quiescent galaxies experiencing a burst of star-formation

that pushes them into the SQuIGGL⃗E selection, they also must form the new stars in such

a way that overcomes an age gradient that has been caused by minor mergers, and in A.1,

we show that this can only happen if a nuclear starburst formed ⪆ 50% of the total galaxy

mass. This indicates that it is unlikely that these galaxies quenched via a halo process that

cuts off the gas supply to the galaxy all at once [81], as a uniform shutdown of star formation
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that does not include a significant burst would not be able to transform the existing galaxy

stellar age profiles. It is also unlikely that any event that preferentially removes gas from

the center of the galaxy, like AGN driven outflows [137], could cause the quenching in this

sample, as that would likely enhance any existing negative age gradients. Wet compaction

events [198, 250] are also unlikely to be responsible, as they predict negative age gradients

much stronger than those we observe, which are at most consistent with |∆tLW | ∼ 100 Myr.

One way to erase intrinsically negative age gradients is via a starburst event that is more

centrally concentrated than the underlying distribution of older stars. Gas rich mergers

could effectively trigger this mode of quenching by driving gas to the center of a galaxy to

rapidly form a new generation of stars [101, 182, 222]. There is significant evidence for this

mode of quenching, as post-starbursts have been found to lie below the mass-size relation

for both star-forming and quiescent galaxies at intermediate redshift [9, 239, 238]. [59] find

evidence for positive age-gradients in the stacked HδA and Fe4383 profiles of the LEGA-

C post-starburst sample, and [173] identified a population of extreme compact starbursts

in the SDSS, which have light profiles that are well-fit by an unresolved nuclear starburst

superimposed with an underlying de Vaucouleurs profile. At z = 2, star forming galaxies

have been found with star forming regions which are a factor of 2 more compact than the

older stellar disks, suggesting that ∼ 300 Myr depletion times would yield integrated light

profiles that are similarly compact to the population of quiescent galaxies [202]. Although

one galaxy in this sample could easily be representative of this channel, in some cases the

central starbursts in the [202] sample are sufficiently extreme that the new stellar population

could outshine any older stellar light, erasing age gradients. Therefore, although these star-

forming galaxies are identified at an earlier epoch, we cannot rule out a low-redshift tail of

the population as a possible set of progenitors of the SQuIGGL⃗E galaxies studied herein.

However, in the majority of the sample, only a burst of star formation which forms the

majority of the stellar mass of the galaxy or is comparably extended to the older population

could result in the observed HδA profiles. There is evidence that photometrically-selected

post-starburst galaxies at z∼ 1 − 2 exhibit flat color gradients [135, 194], which is a qual-

itatively similar result to the flat age gradients we detect. Furthermore, [194] found that

the mass-weighted sizes in post-starbursts are actually very similar to those of quiescent
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galaxies at a given epoch, and the difference in observed size manifests almost entirely from

the accretion of stars at large radii in galaxies in post-quenching minor mergers. Since we

are catching these galaxies directly after quenching, it may be that we are observing them

before they have acquired their typical negative quiescent age gradient. This seems consis-

tent with the z ∼ 2 lensed quiescent galaxies studied in [107] and [5], which both exhibit flat

age gradients and could have evolved from systems similar to the ones in this sample.

The literature includes objects that exhibit a diversity in age gradients; whether these

reflect distinct quenching channels or two quenching modes that smoothly evolve in preva-

lence over cosmic time remains to be seen. At low-redshift, massive post-starburst galaxies

appear to be quiescent galaxies that have just quenched a secondary and sub-dominant

episode of star-formation. At earlier cosmic times, an older underlying population of stars

does not exist, and post-starburst galaxies are galaxies that have just finished quenching

their primary epoch of star formation. We posit that the SQuIGGL⃗E sample represents an

intermediate redshift tail to the high-redshift post-starburst distribution due to their strong

absorption (⟨HδA⟩ ∼ 7.12 Å) and flat age gradients, in contrast to the comparatively weaker

absorption (⟨HδA⟩ ∼ 5.5 Å) and positive age gradients in LEGA-C that more closely re-

semble local post-starbursts. In this paper, we have demonstrated that quenching in class

of post-starburst galaxies identified in SQuIGGL⃗E happens simultaneously throughout the

galaxies or, if centrally concentrated, is dominant in both mass and light.

2.5 Summary and Conclusions

In this work, we study a sample of massive post-starburst galaxies at z∼0.6 using spatially

resolved spectroscopy. We find the following:

• Three of the six galaxies show unambiguous signs of ordered motion, while the rest of

the sample shows weak or unresolved ordered motion (see Figure 4). One rotating galaxy

was observed under the worst seeing conditions, indicating that all galaxies are at least

marginally resolved in the IFU datacubes.
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• Five of the galaxies we observe exhibit HδA ⪆ 7 Å measured out to rcirc ∼ 5 kpc,

indicating that an A-type stellar population dominates their optical light at all radii

(see Figures 5 and 6). On average, the sample exhibits flat HδA and light-weighted age

profiles, with young (tLW ∼ 600 Myr) ages throughout (see Figure 9).

• We test whether the observed HδA profiles could be the product of an unresolved nuclear

starburst in an older quiescent galaxy. In one galaxy, we find that the observed HδA

profile is best fit by a central burst with a secondary burst mass fraction of ∼20%. For

the remaining five galaxies, we find that their HδA profiles are not consistent with an

unresolved central secondary starburst (see Figure 10).

• The finding of flat age gradients stands in contrast with other studies of less extreme post-

starbursts that appear to be the products of central secondary bursts of star formation.

This indicates that we have identified a sample of galaxies which have recently ended

their primary epoch of star formation in a way that quenches the entire galaxy within

∼ 100 Myr.

The fundamental limitation of this study is the seeing, which, from the ground, is compa-

rable to the sizes of the galaxies at this redshift. Future work using adaptive optics or space

based IFU such as NIRSPEC on the James Webb Space Telescope could probe galaxies in

transition with finer resolution. JWST in particular would have the advantage of pushing

out to IR wavelengths where any residual star formation can be spatially resolved with Hα.

Although spectroscopic identification of post-starburst galaxies is optimal, identification of

galaxies within SDSS limits the SQuIGGL⃗E sample to the tail end of a post-starburst dis-

tribution that peaks at earlier times [227, 230]. Future large surveys like the Dark Energy

Spectroscopic Instrument [56] and Prime Focus Spectrograph [203] surveys will allow for

spectroscopic identification of post-starburst galaxies at z > 1, when we expect the rapid

quenching process to be more dominant. Future studies with these exciting new samples

and instruments will continue to improve our understand of the gas, kinematics, and stel-

lar populations of these higher redshift post-starburst galaxies to understand how galaxies

transform during the peak epoch of quenching.
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3.0 The Compact Structures of Massive z ∼ 0.7 Post-Starburst Galaxies in the

SQuIGGL⃗E Sample

3.1 Introduction

Broadly speaking, galaxies in the Universe can be divided into star-forming and quiescent

populations. These populations of galaxies are distinct in that star-forming galaxies form

many stars at a rate which is proportional to their stellar mass [227], whereas quiescent

galaxies form few or no stars. In addition, the two populations differ structurally at all

epochs; star-forming galaxies as a population are systematically larger and less compact

than the coeval quiescent population at fixed stellar mass [214, 144, 116]. This indicates

that a structural transformation may be coincident with the shutdown of star formation, a

process which is jointly referred to as “quenching”.

There is a growing body of evidence that two distinct pathways to quiescence exist: slow

quenching that dominates at low redshift as galaxies gradually exhaust their gas supplies

and high redshift rapid quenching that often follows a period of significant starburst [239,

19, 195], though there is a significant diversity in quenching times especially among the

galaxies which quench more slowly [199]. The existence of quenched galaxies at high redshift

[189, 49, 204, 85, 141, 212, 58, 112] indicates that the seeds of the most massive quiescent

galaxies in the local Universe formed on very short timescales through this rapid mode.

However, it is still unclear what causes massive galaxies to abruptly quench after an intense

period of star formation, and simulations need to invoke various forms feedback to actively

suppress star formation and prevent the formation of over-massive galaxies [169, 179]. As

such, placing empirical constraints on the quenching process, especially in the rapid channel,

is essential to understanding the precise process galaxies undergo as they shut off their final

epoch of star-forming activity.

Ideally, this process could be studied by finding galaxies at the exact moment preced-

ing the rapid shutdown of their most recent episode of star formation. Unfortunately, rapid

shutdown by definition occurs on extremely fast timescales, and it is difficult to identify pop-
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ulations in the midst of shutdown, especially given the uncertainty of future star-formation

activity in any galaxy experiencing a starburst at the time of observation. However, it is

instead possible to identify the immediate descendants of galaxies which went through the

rapid channel by looking for galaxies whose spectra are dominated by a stellar population

which formed in the last <1 Gyr but which show no evidence of recent star formation. These

galaxies are often referred to as post-starburst, or “K+A” galaxies, due to their composite

spectral energy distributions (SEDs) which are dominated by late-type B and A type stars

[67, 245].

Numerous methods have been developed to select post-starburst galaxies, including

Balmer absorption strength in conjunction with a measure of weak nebular emission [240,

160, 89, 239, 39], “K+A” template fitting [156], photometric supercolors [229, 9, 135, 232], or

UVJ color space [19, 194]. All these methods have in common the goal of selecting galaxies

with light dominated by a young stellar population with no ongoing star formation [87].

Although a dramatic burst of star formation is not strictly required as suggested by the

term post-starburst–the spectral signatures seen in post-starburst galaxies can be produced

by truncation of existing high star formation rate–it is thought that bursts do accompany

quenching in high mass galaxies [89, 231, 191]. Post-starburst galaxies serve as a laboratory

for understanding the progenitors of the rapid quenching channel and their evolution im-

mediately after star formation shuts off can shed light on the conditions which caused the

galaxies to cease forming new stars.

One important empirical probe of the quenching of massive galaxies comes from the study

of their structures. Because star-forming galaxies at any given epoch are consistently larger

than quiescent galaxies [214, 144, 116], it has been suggested that mergers can drive both the

quenching and structural transformation of galaxies by driving gas inwards and rendering a

more compact aggregate light profile with the resulting centralized star formation [222, 247,

155]. Mergers appear to be very common in post-starburst galaxies [246, 157, 167], and in

simulations mergers have been shown to result in an enhancement in the quiescent fraction in

post-merger systems [161]. A number of structural studies of post-starburst populations have

found that they are compact relative to both coeval star-forming and quiescent populations

[241, 9, 135, 239, 194] and have younger central stellar populations than their outskirts
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[39, 59, 237]. However, the evidence for the ubiquity of merger-driven central starbursts

as the driver of structural transformation is inconclusive. The most massive post-starburst

galaxies at intermediate-to-high redshift have been found to lack color or age gradients

[135, 174, 194], disfavoring out purely nuclear starbursts and implying that star formation

prior to quenching may have occurred on kiloparsec scales. These field studies are in contrast

with observations of post-starburst galaxies in dense clusters, where environmental effects

such as ram-pressure stripping have been shown to be the dominant quenching mechanisms

[138, 139, 223].

In order to use structures to understand the quenching process, one would ideally like

to track the evolution of post-starburst galaxies as a function of their time since quench-

ing. However, precise timing of the time since quenching requires high quality rest-frame

optical spectra. Because the post-starburst population does not emerge significantly until

z ∼ 1 [226, 230], those spectra must be obtained at a minimum of intermediate-redshift to

catch even the tail end of the rapid quenching that dominates in the early universe. To

date, spectroscopic studies of intermediate-redshift post-starburst galaxies have been lim-

ited to small samples [239, 231]. However, spectroscopic samples of post-starburst galaxies

at intermediate-redshift are accessible in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) thanks in large

part to the CMASS BOSS sample [53] which targeted high-mass red galaxies at intermediate-

redshift. Leveraging this spectroscopic sample in addition to a handful of ancillary SDSS

programs, we have launched the SQuIGGL⃗E Survey [191], which spectroscopically identified

1318 post-starburst galaxies in the SDSS at z > 0.5 with spectral signatures that indicate

that they have recently shut off their primary epoch of star formation. Crucially, these

spectra allow us to characterize the properties of the burst, to measure the time since star

formation quenched, and to track the evolution of the sample in key properties as a function

of the time since quenching. This sample has allowed us to study in detail the link between

the star formation shutdown and AGN incidence [97], molecular gas content [190, 20], and

the incidence of mergers [219].

In this work and its companion letter [219], we match 145 post-starburst galaxies in

the SQuIGGL⃗E Survey to deep imaging in the Hyper Suprime-Cam Survey [4, 3] in or-

der to study their sizes, structures, and merger signatures and connect these properties to
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Figure 11: i-band images of J1438-0222, a z=0.698 post-starburst galaxy from the SDSS (left)

and the Hyper Suprime-Cam Wide Survey. The cutouts are centered at the same physical

location, and the pixel scales are 0.396 and 0.168 ”/pixel respectively. The combination

of better resolution and deeper images resolves faint, low surface brightness light that was

previously inaccessible at this redshift, allowing us to accurately measure sizes and identify

merger signatures.

those of the star formation histories as derived from the SDSS spectroscopy. In Section 3.2,

we introduce the SQuIGGL⃗E sample and a mass-matched control sample of quiescent and

star-forming galaxies to which we compare. In Section 3.3, we detail our methodology for

measuring sizes and structures. In Section 3.4, we present our analysis of the sizes and struc-

tures. Finally, in Section 3.5, we discuss our results and their significance to understanding

the rapid quenching pathway of galaxy evolution. Throughout this paper we assume a con-

cordance ΛCDM cosmology with ΩΛ = 0.7, Ωm = 0.3 and H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1, and quote

AB magnitudes. All reported values of the effective radius (re) are measurements of the

semi-major axis and are not circularized.
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3.2 Data

3.2.1 The SQuIGGL⃗E Sample

In order to study the descendants of the rapid quenching process, we turn to the SQuIGGL⃗E

Survey. The SQuIGGL⃗E Sample is selected from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey DR14 spec-

troscopic sample [1] using the rest-frame Um, Bm, and Vm medium-band filters from [122]

to select galaxies with strong Balmer breaks (indicated by red Um − Bm colors) and blue

slopes redward of the break (indicated by blue Bm − Vm colors). In [191], we show that this

method reliably selects post-starburst galaxies which quenched within the last ∼ 500 Myr,

75% of which formed > 25% of their stellar mass in a recent burst, and further discuss the

specific selection effects and how they differ from other post-starburst selection techniques.

While SDSS imaging exists for the entire sample, the depth and resolution is not sufficient

to resolve the galaxies. However, the Hyper Suprime-Cam (HSC) Wide Imaging Survey [4]

overlaps with ∼ 10% of the galaxies in SQuIGGL⃗E and is deep enough to resolve the main

galaxies in addition to faint structures, as seen in Figure 11.

In order to characterize the stellar populations of these galaxies, we perform two sets of

spectral energy distribution (SED) modelling. The first, described in [174], are performed

on the the SDSS spectra and ugriz photometry using FAST++1, an implementation of the

FAST stellar population fitting code [123]. We assume a delayed exponential star formation

history (SFR ∼ te−t/τ ), BC03 stellar population libraries [28], a [38] initial mass function,

and a [30] dust law. While these fits are limited to capturing only the recent burst of star

formation in post-starburst galaxies due to the imposition of a single rise and fall in the star

formation history, the physical measurements derived from this common parameterization

can easily be compared to other galaxies in the literature which are fit similarly.

In addition to the traditional parametric fits, we perform non-parametric fits using a

custom implementation of Prospector [110, 125, 109]. These star formation histories impose

their own set of priors on the stellar mass which result in higher stellar masses than those

derived with a delayed exponential star formation history [132, 127]. In addition, non-

1https://github.com/cschreib/fastpp
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Figure 12: (Left): Stellar mass versus redshift for the full SQuIGGL⃗E post-starburst sample

(grey) and the HSC sample in this work (green). Above the mass-cut of M⋆ > 1010.7 M⊙,

the HSC sample spans the full range of SQuIGGL⃗E. (Right): The stellar-mass distributions

for the mass-matched far-forming (blue) and quiescent (red) matches with the SQuIGGL⃗E

sample. The samples are well matched in stellar mass, as indicated by the results of Kol-

mogorov–Smirnov tests on the two histograms.

parametric star formation histories are still only weakly constraining on star formation before

the recent burst due to the outshining from the recently formed stellar population; as such,

the prior chosen for early formation times significantly affects the conclusions about the burst

mass fraction. However, these non-parametric fits are very useful for providing lower limits

on the burst mass fraction with the conservative priors chosen, for robustly recovering the

time since quenching, and for reliably measuring instantaneous star formation rates. For this

work, we use the stellar masses derived from the delayed exponential star formation history

for consistency in comparisons to other mass-size relations, and employ the non-parametric

star formation histories to investigate trends within the SQuIGGL⃗E post-starburst sample.
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3.2.2 Coeval control sample from the LEGA-C Survey

In order to contextualize the sizes and structures of SQuIGGL⃗E post-starburst galaxies

relative to coeval star-forming and quiescent galaxies, we require a sample of z ∼ 0.7 galaxies

with high quality spectra which fully overlaps with HSC. For this, we turn to the LEGA-C

Survey DR3 [216]. The LEGA-C Survey consists of deep (∼ 20 hours/galaxy) spectroscopy

of galaxies in the COSMOS field. Because the SQuIGGL⃗E sample was selected from a

variety of SDSS target selections with a variety of different color and magnitude cuts, we

do not yet have a full understanding of how mass complete or representative the sample of

post-starburst galaxies are. As such, we elect to compare to a very conservative subset of

LEGA-C galaxies above which completeness correction factors are negligible to ensure that

the control population we are comparing to is fully representative of the galaxy population at

z ∼ 0.7. In this work, we use the sub-sample of LEGA-C galaxies with stellar masses (derived

similarly to the SQuIGGL⃗E sample using delayed-exponential star formation histories) above

1010.7 M⊙, slightly higher than the characteristic mass of the sample and well into the regime

where completeness corrections are ∼ 1 [215]. We divide the LEGA-C sample into quiescent

and star-forming by their UVJ colors as in [215] and use those samples as a control group to

compare morphology and size measures to the post-starburst galaxies in SQuIGGL⃗E, using

similarly derived delayed exponential star formation history masses.

The LEGA-C sample was selected using a redshift dependent K-band magnitude cut,

in contrast with SQuIGGL⃗E, which was selected using rest-frame colors and a signal-to-

noise cut from the whole of SDSS, largely from luminous red galaxies targeted using the

CMASS selection criteria [53]. As such, the mass and redshift distributions of the two

samples are different, even above the previously discussed stellar-mass threshold. In order to

fairly compare structural measurements, we create a mass-matched subsample of LEGA-C

following the procedure described in detail in [219]. Briefly, for each galaxy in SQuIGGL⃗E

we select the quiescent and star-forming galaxy in LEGA-C which is within 0.05 dex in

stellar mass and is the closest in redshift to our main galaxy without replacement.

We perform this procedure on the full sample of SQuIGGL⃗E galaxies with high quality

HSC imaging (see Section 3.2.3) resulting in a final sample of 144 mass-matched pairs of post-
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starburst and quiescent and 129 pairs of post-starburst and star-forming galaxies. For the

fifteen most massive galaxies in the SQuIGGL⃗E sample with high quality HSC imaging, there

is no similar-mass star-forming counterpart. This dearth of massive star-forming galaxies

could be expected in a pencil-beam survey like LEGA-C given the steep high-mass end of

the star-forming stellar mass function [145]. In addition, we are not able to match one of the

most massive post-starburst galaxies to a quiescent counterpart. The results of the mass-

matching procedure are shown as histograms in Figure 12b. In both cases, a KS test finds

that the stellar mass distributions of the post-starburst and control samples are consistent

with being drawn from the same distribution (kQ = 0.10, pQ = 0.42; kSF = 0.13, pSF = 0.21).

For testing of size-fitting methodologies and the determination of the mass-size relations for

star-forming and quiescent samples, we utilize the entirety of LEGA-C’s mass-representative

(log M⋆

M⊙
> 10.7) sample. For all other comparisons, we utilize the mass-matched samples, and

show the star-forming matched post-starburst sample as dashed histograms for comparison

with the star-forming disxtributions. We note that by construction, the redshift distributions

of the mass-matched samples, which were a secondary priority, overlap less precisely than

those of the stellar masses. The LEGA-C quiescent and star-forming samples are a median

0.038 and 0.058 higher in redshift than SQuIGGL⃗E. We consider this offset to be acceptable

for the secondary parameter, as we are primarily interested in structural parameters of

galaxies as they relate to stellar mass and the effects of surface brightness dimming are small

over this narrow range in redshift.

In addition to fully overlapping with HSC, the LEGA-C Survey has the added bonus of

being fully observed with existing HST/ACS F814 imaging. This allows us to also use the

galaxies in LEGA-C as a test to ensure that the inferences we make using ground-based data

agree with the higher-resolution space-based data afforded by HST.

3.2.3 Hyper-Suprime Cam Imaging

In Figure 11, we show that the SDSS images of SQuIGGL⃗E galaxies are insufficient

in both depth and resolution to study the structures of post-starburst galaxies at z ∼ 0.7.

However, imaging from the Hyper-Surprime Cam (HSC) Survey [4] can be used to robustly
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Residuals (Image - Model)Expanded MaskSegmentation Image Model

1"

Image

Figure 13: A demonstration of the multi-component fitting procedure on a SQuIGGL⃗E

post-starburst galaxy. We first show the unmasked image centered on the galaxy of interest

in a 20”x20” cutout, with nearby interlopers. The second panel demonstrates the source

identification procedure described in Section 3.3.1, which successfully detects and deblends

all sources in the field of view. The third panel shows the mask that we provide to GALFIT,

which is the segmentation map for all sources >25 pixels from the galaxy of interest or

which are within 25 pixels but are 3 dex fainter than the main source convolved with a

3-pixel tophat kernel. Note that the object to the Northeast of the galaxy of interest is

bright and close enough to not be masked. In the fourth panel, we show the best fitting

model produced by GALFIT, and in the final panel we show the residuals on the same color

scale as the image and the model, with the masked regions outlined. The fitting successfully

accounts for the majority of the light from both the main galaxy and the neighbor.
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obtain sizes from the ground out to z < 1 [116]. As of PDR3, the HSC Wide Survey has

taken data in at least one grizy band [115] of ∼ 1300 deg2 of the sky at depths ∼ 3 orders of

magnitude deeper than the SDSS [3], making it ideal for the detailed study of SQuIGGL⃗E

post-starburst galaxy images. The survey design is such that the i-band was observed to

great depths (26.2 mag point source limit), and, perhaps more importantly, at extremely

high resolution (point spread function FWHM ∼ 0.6”, a factor of ∼ 2 improvement over

SDSS). As such, we elect to perform all our analysis on the i-band images which provide the

best combination of depth and seeing and overlap with ∼ 10% of the SQuIGGL⃗E sample.

For every galaxy in SQuIGGL⃗E with i-band imaging in the HSC footprint, we pull a

48x48” coadd cutout and the corresponding point spread function (PSF) model from the

PSF Picker2 [26]. After performing the same mass-cut (log M⋆

M⊙
> 10.7) as on LEGA-C,

we find that 150 SQuIGGL⃗E galaxies have been imaged in the HSC i-band. We visually

inspect all galaxies and exclude images with clear visual artifacts (e.g. cosmic rays, image

streaks) in the region of the central object, as well as objects with extremely bright nearby

sources which significantly alter the sky subtraction. This removes 5/150 galaxies with HSC

coverage, leaving us with a total of 145 post-starburst galaxies with clean images. A full

gallery of the SQuIGGL⃗E sample cutouts is shown in [219]. The results of this selection in

the mass-redshift plane are shown in Figure 12. The subset of SQuIGGL⃗E galaxies we study

in this work spans the range of the full SQuIGGL⃗E sample above the mass-completeness

cut.

In addition, we pull cutouts using the identical procedure as above for the entirety of

the LEGA-C mass-representative sample. The HSC Survey consists of 3 sky layers: wide,

deep, and ultra deep, covering 1400 deg2, 26 deg2, and 3.5 deg2 respectively and each ∼ 1

dex deeper than the shallower layer [4]. Every galaxy in SQuIGGL⃗E was observed only at

wide depth; however, the LEGA-C field overlaps with the deep layer of HSC. In order to

facilitate a fair comparison to the SQuIGGL⃗E sample, we utilize the wide depth reductions

of the LEGA-C galaxies to ensure that the surface brightness limits are similar between the

two samples. However, we also pull the full depth HSC Deep cutouts and PSF models for

the entire sample, which we use to test the reliability of our fitting procedures for deeper

2https://hsc-release.mtk.nao.ac.jp/psf/pdr3/
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images.

3.2.4 Tidal Feature Classifications

In [219], we present visual classifications of the incidence of tidal features in the mass-

matched SQuIGGL⃗E and coeval LEGA-C samples. In brief, we instructed eleven members of

the SQuIGGL⃗E team and the Pitt Galaxy Group to assign a binary classification of “Tidally

Disturbed” or “Not Disturbed” to postage stamps of the SQuIGGL⃗E and mass-matched

LEGA-C control samples in random order. We divide galaxies into 3 categories: disturbed (>

70% agreement that a tidal feature is present, Ngal = 61), non-disturbed (> 70% agreement

that no tidal features are present, Ngal = 51), and ambiguous (all galaxies which meet neither

of these conditions, often due to the presence of neighbors where the association is unclear

and rankers were divided, Ngal = 33). Throughout this work, we utilize the disturbed and

non-disturbed sub-samples of SQuIGGL⃗E to test whether structural parameters vary based

on whether or not a galaxy has clear tidal features.

3.3 Galaxy size and structure fitting

3.3.1 Measuring Sérsic sizes

We utilize GALFIT [159] to quantify the structural parameters of SQuIGGL⃗E post star-

burst galaxies and the LEGA-C control sample. For each image, we identify and deblend

all light sources detected at the 5σ level above the background using the Python astropy

photutils package [11, 10], using the following settings which were chosen to optimally

deblend based on visual inspection of the resultant segmentation maps:

fwhm smooth = 3

sigma detect = 3

npixels = 5

npixels deblend = 5
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We use the source properties function to extract approximate centroids, axis ratios,

position angles, and fluxes of each source. We then mask all sources greater than 25 pixels

(4.2 arcseconds) from the center of the image and any objects within the central 25 pixels that

are more than three magnitudes fainter than the central object. We smooth the resultant

mask with a 3-pixel radius top hat filter in order to ensure that we are accounting for all

galaxy light from all interloping sources. These aggressive masking choices were made to

ensure that all bright nearby sources are being accounted for with their own models and that

the Sérsic profiles are sensitive to the smooth central profiles of the galaxies. To this end,

we elect in our deblending parameters to err on the side of classifying spatially distinct tidal

features, such as the one to the northwest of the galaxy in Figure 14, as their own objects

and to mask them, biasing the sizes of all galaxies we fit towards smaller values.

We then allow GALFIT to fit the object of interest and the remaining neighboring galaxies

(those within 25 pixels and within 3 magnitudes of the central object) with Sérsic profiles

convolved with the PSF. We adopt the bounds on the Sérsic index 0.5 < n < 6 following

the most recent LEGA-C data release to facilitate comparisons to their fits using HST/ACS

F814 images [216]. The centroid, position angle, axis ratio (b/a), and magnitudes measured

by photutils are used as initial guesses for the parameters in the Sérsic fits for each object.

The sky background is initialized at 0 and is a free parameter in the fit. In Figure 13, we

demonstrate the full Sérsic fitting procedure on a SQuIGGL⃗E galaxy which has a nearby

source that meets our criteria for simultaneous fitting. The nearby source immediately to

the south of the galaxy of interest is too faint to be fit, and as such appears in the mask,

but the source to the northeast is bright enough to be fit with its own Sérsic model. The

best fitting Sérsic parameters from these fits are detailed in Table 3.

In [97], we find that ∼ 5% of SQuIGGL⃗E post-starburst galaxies host AGN, which are

identified via their strong [OIII]/Hβ ratios. However, in all cases the narrow lines indicate

that the AGN are strongly obscured, and should not significantly impact the rest-frame

optical continuum of the galaxies. As such, we do not elect to fit any additional point-source

components to the 6 AGN in our sample. Throughout this work, we report the semi-major

effective radius (re) as the measure of galaxy size.

Although the LEGA-C control sample is covered by the deeper HSC-Deep imaging,
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Figure 14: (Top): The image, bests fitting Sérsic model, and resulting residuals of a

SQuIGGL⃗E post-starburst galaxy which exhibits clear merger features, some of which are

masked (yellow outlines) in our source identification algorithms. The red aperture indicates

the largest annulus used in extracting a 1D surface brightness profile, corresponding to the

point where the signal-to-noise drops below 5. (Bottom Left): Observed (black) and model

(purple) radially averaged surface brightness profiles as a function of the semi-major axis of

the best fitting ellipse, with residuals shown below. The Sérsic model under-estimates the

surface brightness at large radius. (Bottom Right): The same model (purple) as the center,

now shown without PSF convolution. The same profile is shown with the residuals added

to them using the method from [197]. The dashed and dotted lines represent the effective

radius of the profile before and after this addition takes place. While the residuals do affect

the total shape of the profile, the measurement of effective radius is largely robust to this

correction.
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SQuIGGL⃗E galaxies fall entirely within the shallower HSC-Wide footprint. In order to com-

pare morphological measurements fairly to SQuIGGL⃗E, we utilize imaging for the LEGA-C

control sample (galaxy postage stamps and PSFs) of the HSC-Deep field that is only stacked

to Wide depths. To assess the reliability of our structural measures, we compare the results

from HSC fits for the LEGA-C sample to structural parameters measured from HST/ACS

F814W imaging in [216] in Appendix B.1. We find that our fits are very reliable despite

the images being lower in resolution by a factor of ∼ 3 compared to the HST/ACS F814W

imaging. In many cases, the increased low-surface brightness sensitivity of HSC better cap-

tures the wings of galaxy profiles at large radius. This difference in profiles can explain the

systematic offsets in the Sérsic index and the effective radius. We find that we recover the

axis ratio with extremely high precision and accuracy (median ∆b/a =0.005, σ∆b/a = 0.11).

We also test the robustness of our fits by comparing to analysis of HSC Deep imaging

for the LEGA-C sample. We find that our measurements of the effective radius between the

Deep and Wide are extremely consistent, with a median offset of 0% and a scatter of ∼ 8%

in measured size. Axis ratios are similarly well constrained, with a scatter in σb/a ∼ 0.02.

The median Sérsic index fit with the Deep images is found to be slightly lower than with

Wide, with ∆n = −0.05, ∆n16% = −0.45, and ∆n84% = 0.15. We conclude that the HSC

Wide images are sufficient for robustly measuring sizes of massive galaxies at intermediate

redshift.

We also use the derived Sérsic profiles to compute the stellar mass surface density within

one kiloparsec (Σ1kpc). We do so by multiplying the fraction of the flux contained within 1

kpc by the galaxy stellar mass and dividing by the area of the bounding ellipse using the

best fitting Sérsic profile parameters, implicitly assuming a flat M/L gradient.

Σ1kpc =
M⋆

f1kpc
ftot

π(1 kpc)2(b/a)
(2)

3.3.2 Systematic Size Errors Due to PSF Models

The formal uncertainties on the sizes for bright galaxies measured using GALFIT are

very small because the HSC images are so high in signal-to-noise. However, these formal
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uncertainties ignore potentially significant systematic errors. Likely the largest systematic

is the assumption that the PSF model used in the Sérsic model fitting is well determined

at any point in the sky. As galaxies at intermediate-redshift have intrinsic sizes similar to

the full-width-half-maximum of the point spread function, small changes in the shape of the

PSF can lead to significantly different measurements of galaxy size and Sérsic index.

In order to account for this, for each galaxy in SQuIGGL⃗E we sample the PSF from the

HSC PSF Picker at 50 locations drawn from a normal distribution surrounding the galaxy

with σ = 0.375 degrees in RA and Dec. This choice of σ ensures that we will be picking

PSFs which are distributed throughout the entire 1.5 degree field of view of HSC surrounding

the object of interest. At each position, the PSF is estimated based on surrounding stars,

and the distribution in the shapes of these PSFs should approximate the uncertainty in the

determination of the PSF at the position of the galaxy itself.

We refit each galaxy with each of the 50 randomly drawn PSFs and quantify the error

in the measurement of the effective radius. We find that the uncertainties from this PSF

shuffling are an order of magnitude larger than the formal uncertainties (median σre,formal =

0.004”, median σre,PSF = 0.049”). We take these systematic errors to be dominant and

throughout the rest of the work, all errors reported in the size result from this methodology.

For each of the 50 iterations, we also calculate log(Σ1kpc), for which we find a median error of

0.05 dex. The full 1σ confidence intervals in Sérsic properties inferred from the PSF refitting

are shown in Table 4.

3.3.3 Accounting for non-Sérsic light

Sérsic profiles can provide average properties of the smooth 2D light distributions of

galaxies. [213, 9, 239, 144, 116]. However, the Sérsic model does not fully account for asym-

metric light from tidal features, which are present in many galaxies and are very common

in the SQuIGGL⃗E sample of post-starburst galaxies in deep imaging (see [219]) and are

not fully masked even in our conservative source identification procedure (see Figure 14).

Additionally, single component Sérsic fits need not perfectly describe the profiles of isolated

galaxies; for example, the presence of a bright point source component (which we do not
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Figure 15: (Left): The measured Sérsic effective semi-major axis radius from GALFIT versus

the residual-corrected percent error in re from the application of the [197] technique to

post-starburst galaxies in SQuIGGL⃗E and quiescent/star-forming galaxies from the LEGA-

C survey. Globally, the addition of the residuals only biases measurements to be ∼ 1%

smaller, and majority of galaxies have measured sizes consistent within ∼ 10%. (Right):

The distributions of the residual-corrected percent error in re for the disturbed and non-

disturbed post-starburst samples. The median offsets in measured sizes (vertical lines) for

the samples are comparable, but the majority of the galaxies where the corrected sizes are

significantly larger are visually flagged as tidally disturbed.
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expect from AGN but could potentially result from nuclear star-formation) could drive a fit

to be overly peaked, missing light in the wings of the galaxy as a result. These deviations in

the Sérsic fits from the true surface brightness profiles of galaxies can bias inferences about

the sizes of galaxies; accounting for it is important in accurately comparing to the sizes of

coeval galaxies.

We follow [197] to correct for deviations from Sérsic profiles, including asymmetries,

while accounting for PSF smearing. To start, we run GALFIT on galaxies as described in

Section 3.3.1. We begin by performing annular photometry on the residual (galaxy image

minus the best fitting Sérsic models of all simultaneously fit galaxies multiplied a mask which

masks all non-primary sources, including those which were fit simultaneously) using the best

fitting position, position angle, and axis ratios derived from the Sérsic fits. We extract the

profiles out to the annulus where the signal-to-noise in the galaxy image drops below 5, ∼ 28

mag/arcsecond2 [103]. We add these PSF-convolved residuals to the deconvolved best fitting

Sérsic profile and re-measure the half-light radius from the residual corrected growth curve.

An illustration of this method is shown in Figure 14 for a clearly disturbed galaxy. Even in

this extreme case, the tidal features do not contribute significantly to the total galaxy flux

and the measured size is only 5% larger than the Sérsic effective radius.

In general, the residual corrected sizes do not deviate significantly from the corresponding

Sérsic effective radii. We show this in Figure 15a, comparing the sizes measured with GALFIT

to the residual-corrected sizes. While we find that in a few cases, the residual-corrected sizes

are significantly (⪆ 25%) larger than those measured by Sérsic fits, the median deviation

from Sérsic is ∼ −1% for star-forming, quiescent, and post-starburst galaxies, indicating that

non-Sérsic and asymmetric light is not significantly affecting galaxy sizes. The majority of

the measurements which skew toward significantly larger sizes are due to the presence of

tidal features along the semi-major axis (see Figure 15b). We adopt these corrected effective

radii as our measure of galaxy sizes for the remainder of this work. However, due to the lack

of systematic offsets in any of the samples, all conclusions in this work would not change if

we were to use the Sérsic-only half-light sizes.
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3.4 The Sizes and Structures of Post-Starburst Galaxies

3.4.1 Post-starburst half-light sizes

Across redshift, star-forming and quiescent galaxies exhibit differing relations in the

size-mass plane when size is quantified by the half-light radius [214, 239, 144]. The sizes

of galaxies scale with their stellar mass, but quiescent galaxies are generally smaller and

follow a steeper relation than star-forming galaxies. In this section, we hope to constrain

the rapid path to quiescence by comparing the sizes of coeval post-starburst, quiescent, and

star-forming galaxies. In Figure 16, we show the residual corrected effective radius versus

mass for the SQuIGGL⃗E post-starburst galaxies in green, along with the mass-representative

(log M⋆

M⊙
> 10.7) LEGA-C star-forming (blue) and quiescent (red) samples. The blue and red

solid lines are our best fitting relations for star-forming and quiescent galaxies respectively,

and the dashed lines are the best fitting relations from [214]. There is considerable scatter

in the sizes of the post-starburst galaxies, but on average they are fairly compact relative to

all of the LEGA-C sample.

In order to test the relative compactness of post-starburst galaxies, we define ∆log(re),

the vertical offset with regard to the quiescent mass-size relation, r̂e,Q(log M⋆

M⊙
), as follows:

∆ log(re) = log(re) − log(r̂e,Q(log
M⋆

M⊙
)) (3)

In Figure 17a, we show the distributions in ∆log(re) of the SQuIGGL⃗E post-starburst

galaxies in green in addition to the quiescent (red) and star-forming (blue) mass-complete

samples. All three populations show similar scatter (∼ 0.2 dex), but the SQuIGGL⃗E galaxies

∼0.1 dex more compact in their light distributions than quiescent galaxies at similar redshift.

In order to quantify the uncertainty in the inferred median ∆log(re), we refit the quiescent

mass-size relation using the emcee implementation of Markov Chain Monte Carlo [84] and

draw randomly from the posterior for the intercept and slope. We find a 1σ confidence

interval on the median value of ∆log(re) of [-0.17, -0.07]. In Figure 17b, we show that the

offset from this sequence does not correlate with the mass of the galaxy. We perform a two-

sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov test on ∆log(re) for the post-starburst and quiescent samples
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Figure 16: The effective radius versus stellar mass relation for z ∼ 0.7 post starburst (green),

quiescent (red), and star-forming (blue) galaxies. Characteristic error bars in the mass and

size are shown in black. The best fitting relations to star-forming and quiescent galaxies

(blue and red respectively) are shown as solid lines. Best fits from [214] for 0.5 < z < 1.0 are

shown as dashed lines. SQuIGGL⃗E post-starburst galaxies are compact on average relative

to both star forming and quiescent galaxies, though there is significant scatter within each

population.
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Figure 17: (Left): The distribution of ∆log(re) from the quiescent mass-size relation for the

star-forming (blue), quiescent (red), and post-starburst (green) samples. The medians of

the samples are indicated with vertical dashed lines. The star-forming sample is a median

∼ 0.2 dex larger than the quiescent sample at a given stellar mass. The post-starburst

sample is a median of 0.13 dex below the quiescent population. All 3 samples have similar

scatter of ∼ 0.2 dex. (Center): ∆log(re) versus log M⋆ for the SQuIGGL⃗E post-starburst

sample (green). The red dashed line and shaded region represent the quiescent mass-size

relation. Typical errors are shown as in black. Post-starburst galaxies uniformly scatter

below quiescent galaxies, with no trend as a function of the stellar mass as evidenced by

the Spearman correlation coefficient (ρ) and associated p-value. (Right): Distributions in

∆log(re) for the non-disturbed an disturbed samples of post-starburst galaxies as defined

in [219]. While the median size at fixed stellar mass is slightly smaller than for the non-

disturbed sample, a Kolmogorov–Smirnov test shows that the samples are consistent with

being drawn from the same distribution (see associated k and p values).
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find that they are not consistent with being drawn from the same distribution (p=2.57e-

4). In addition, we perform a 2D Kolmogorov–Smirnov test [158, 80] on the mass-matched

mass-size plane to ensure that this conclusion is robust to our definition of ∆log(re). This

test confirms that post-starburst galaxies are not consistent with being drawn from the same

2D distribution as the quiescent galaxies (p=7.95e-4).

The compact sizes we measure for the post-starburst sample relative to coeval quiescent

and star-forming populations are broadly consistent with the smaller-than-average coeval

post-starburst galaxies selected from the LEGA-C survey [239, 238] in addition to high mass

(M⋆ > 1010 M⊙) post-starburst galaxies at 1 < z < 2 [241, 9, 135]. The light-weighted

sizes are also similarly compact to the M⋆ ∼ 1011 M⊙ post-starburst galaxies in [194]. In

Figure 17c, we show the distributions in ∆log(re) splitting the sample into disturbed and

non-disturbed using the classifications from [219]. While the median size at fixed stellar

mass is slightly larger for the disturbed population (owing to the fact that tidal features do

influence the effective radius), a Kolmogorov–Smirnov test shows that the distributions do

not differ significantly, and the entire post-starburst sample is compact relative to coeval

quiescent galaxies.

Crucially, we note that these galaxies are resolved in the HSC imaging. In Appendix

B.1, we demonstrate that the sizes we measure using HSC imaging of galaxies at this redshift

are almost entirely consistent with the sizes measured on the smallest galaxies in [216], and

in Appendix B.2, we demonstrate that the 1D and 2D surface brightness profiles of the

smallest galaxies in SQuIGGL⃗E are significantly different from that of the PSF. In the i-

band, the light of the youngest stellar population will almost completely dominate over any

older stellar population, and so the sizes we measure are likely to primarily trace the physical

extent of that population. This finding indicates that the recent star formation was extended

on at least kpc scales past the circumnuclear region in all the galaxies in our sample.

3.4.2 Other parametric measures of structure

In addition to the half-light radius, the Sérsic models also include the Sérsic index (n)

and the projected axis ratio (b/a) in the 2D fits to the galaxies. These structural measures
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Figure 18: (Left) The distributions of mass-matched post-starburst (green), star-forming

(blue), and quiescent (red) galaxies for the Sérsic index n. The dashed post-starburst

histogram shows the post-starburst galaxies which are mass-matched to the star-forming

sample. Post-starburst galaxies are overwhelming fit with large n, often running up against

the n = 6 boundary. The Sérsic index distribution is distinct from that of star-forming

galaxies, which favor small n. (Right) The distributions of axis ratios, defined as the ratio of

the semi-minor axis to the semi-major axis. Star-forming galaxies show the most elongation,

followed by quiescent galaxies, and post-starburst galaxies are slightly rounder than both.

In both plots, the median of each distribution is shown as a dashed vertical line. The results

of a Kolmogorov–Smirnov test between the quiescent and post-starburst distributions are

shown on both figures.
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encode information about the 3D structures and light profiles of galaxies and show different

empirical trends for star-forming and quiescent populations [178, 214]. In Figure 18, we show

the distributions in the Sérsic index and the axis ratio for post-starburst galaxies, as well as

the mass-matched quiescent and star-forming control samples. As expected, the star forming

sample and the quiescent sample are significantly different in their Sérsic index distributions;

star forming galaxies are fit with small Sérsic index (nmed ∼ 2) and quiescent galaxies are

systematically fit with higher n (nmed ∼ 4). Post-starburst galaxies have higher Sérsic indices

than both of these samples, with a median Sérsic index of 5.2. These higher Sérsic indices are

likely driven by the concentrated light of these objects, and visual inspection of the median

1D surface brightness profiles of the sample confirms that the majority of the galaxies are

being well fit by these high Sérsic indices. We note, however, that many post-starburst

and quiescent galaxies run up against the boundary we impose at n=6. We run a number

of tests including residual inspection, fitting images with a central point source component

in addition to a Sérsic profile, and expanding the threshold Sérsic index to n=8, in order

to quantify the effects of the run-up against the boundary to our results. Ultimately, the

qualitative results of the paper are insensitive to any changes to our fitting procedure, but

we describe these tests below.

For the sample of SQuIGGL⃗E post-starburst galaxies, 36% galaxies run up against the

n=6 boundary, whereas in the mass-matched quiescent sample 20% of the galaxies are best

fit with n=6. In general, the Sérsic index is the least well constrained property in our fits,

as it is extremely sensitive to the shape of the PSF model we use in fitting. Additionally,

these uncertainties grow as a function of the best fitting Sérsic index, such that for galaxies

with intrinsically high Sérsic indices (e.g., quiescent and post-starburst galaxies), the Sérsic

indices are particularly poorly constrained. Visual inspection of the residual 1D surface

brightness profiles of the galaxies which run up to the n=6 boundary show that, in contrast

with the rest of the sample, these have median central mismatches of −0.04 mag/arcsecond2.

The models are systematically fainter in the center than the galaxies and brighter than the

galaxies on scales of ∼ 1”. This imperfect agreement between data and model is what we

would expect from a mismatch between the model PSF we use in the fitting of the galaxies

and the true PSF of the galaxies, where the centrally concentrated light of the galaxies is
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smeared by a PSF which is wider than the true PSF. In some cases (e.g. galaxy J0226+0018

in Table 3 and 4), a nearby PSF model is capable of causing the fit to converge to a Sérsic

index which is within the range we allow, but in many cases all 50 fits in our rerun with

nearby PSF models converge to the same n=6 value.

This issue of high-n pileup cannot be resolved by simply expanding the Sérsic index to

higher values. We re-run our fits of the SQuIGGL⃗E sample with an upper boundary on the

Sérsic index of n=8 and find that 20% of the galaxies still converge to the upper boundary

and show the same characteristic residual shape as in the n=6 boundary fits, indicating

that the light is generally not well fit by a Sérsic profile regardless of the limit we place on

n. For the galaxies which were best fit with n=6 in the original fits, these new fits yield

residual corrected sizes which are a median of 10% larger than those fit with n=6, which

is a significant change but is not one which would significantly alter any of our conclusions

about the size of the sample relative to co-eval galaxies. In addition, we also run a set of

fits with an additional point source component fixed to the same centroid as the galaxy

of interest. ∼ 25% of these fits fail to converge, and among those that do converge, the

majority are fit with an essentially negligible point-source component (median Sérsic mag -

point-source mag = -2.47). Additionally, the galaxies which are fit with significant with point

source components tend not to be those which are at the n=6 boundary. We conclude that

deviations from Sérsic profiles are likely being driven by PSF models which are not perfectly

matched to the intrinsically high Sérsic index galaxies we are fitting. On the whole, all

conclusions regarding the size of the galaxies are not strongly influenced by the inability to

perfectly determine the Sérsic index, as evidenced by the very good match in the sizes of

the LEGA-C quiescent galaxies we measure to those measured using HST/ACS imaging (see

Appendix B.1).

The distribution of projected axis ratios for SQuIGGL⃗E post-starburst galaxies also

skews significantly higher star-forming galaxies and slightly higher than quiescent galaxies.

Taken together, these parametric measures indicate that post-starburst galaxies structurally

appear to be fairly compact spheroids. If these galaxies began their lives as extended disks,

any structural transformation must have pre-dated or occurred concurrently with the shut-

down of star formation, such that they structurally compact ∼ 100 Myr after quenching.
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Figure 19: The Gini coefficient versus the generalized concentration for the mass-matched

post-starburst (green), quiescent (red), and star-forming (blue) galaxies. The dashed post-

starburst histogram shows the post-starburst galaxies which are mass-matched to the star-

forming sample. These non-parametric measures of light concentration are strongly corre-

lated. By both measures, the post-starburst population is more concentrated than both the

quiescent and star-forming populations, in agreement with Sérsic parameters.

3.4.3 Non-parametric measures of structure

Although we have shown that the light profiles of the post-starburst galaxies and the

coeval control sample do not significantly deviate from Sérsic, the assumption of Sérsic

profiles, especially those which run up against an artificial barrier in Sérsic index n, may

introduce model dependent effects that muddy interpretations of compactness. Therefore,

as a parallel test, we turn to non-parametric measures, namely the Gini coefficient and the

generalized concentration (GC), which we measure using the GALMORPH suite [86]. We use
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the standard definition of the Gini coefficient defined in [2]. However, the definition of the

generalized concentration differs from the traditional concentration statistic [44] by not using

circular apertures but instead by comparing the minimum number of pixels which contain

20% of the galaxy’s light (a20) to the minimum number of pixels containing 80% of the

galaxy’s light (a80) as follows:

GC = 5 log10

a80
a20

(4)

These measures rely only on the rank ordering of pixels after source identification is

performed. Higher values of these parameters indicate a high concentration of light in very

few pixels.

In Figure 19, we show the distributions of the post-starburst and control samples in this

space for the mass-matched samples. The two measures are indeed correlated, and confirm

the compact nature of post-starburst galaxies relative to the quiescent and star forming

control samples. The post-starburst galaxies are particularly distinct from star-forming

galaxies in Gini-concentration plane, indicating that if these galaxies are the descendants of

similarly extended star-forming galaxies, they must have undergone a significant structural

transformation. This is the same conclusion we draw from the parametric metrics (see

Section 3.4.2).

3.5 The origins of compact post-starburst galaxy structure

In this section, we speculate on the origin of the compact structure and identify possible

progenitors to the rapid channel of quenching.

3.5.1 Testing the central starburst scenario

Quenching caused by merger-driven central starbursts resulting in quenched galaxies

have been shown to occur in simulations [17, 222], and gas-rich wet compaction events could

similarly cause a centrally concentrated starburst which, post-burst, would appear compact
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Figure 20: The half-light radius versus the time since quenching for the SQuIGGL⃗E post-

starburst galaxies, divided into three bins of burst mass fraction (as measured in [191]). In

the background, we shade the regions of size evolution populated by burst models described

in Section 3.5.1 for a range of central burst sizes. We find that the majority of SQuIGGL⃗E

post-starburst galaxies are inconsistent with the models of a sub-kpc scale burst, and can

only be well-described by bursts that are extended on 1-10 kpc scales.

[200, 250]. Observations of post-starburst galaxies have suggested that their compact struc-

tures are consistent with being the result of a recent central starburst [239, 238, 59]. In

addition, at redshifts similar to those of SQuIGGL⃗E, extremely compact starburst galaxies

have been observed with ∼ 25% of the mass of 1011 M⊙ galaxies existing in the central ∼ 100

parsecs [173, 62].

Our previous study of 6 galaxies in the SQuIGGL⃗E sample using spatially resolved

spectroscopy measured flat age gradients, disfavoring formation via a secondary central burst

of star formation [174]. However, if the recent burst of star formation totally dominates the

light of the galaxy, hiding existing gradients, we would expect those signatures to fade with

time. As the SQuIGGL⃗E sample spans a range of 0-700 Myr since quenching, we can

use it to test whether galaxies are consistent with centralized starbursts imposed on older,

more extended populations. Because the youngest, brightest stars in newly formed stellar

populations die the most quickly, a central starburst’s influence on the size of a galaxy would
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become weaker with time, leading to size growth as a function of the time since quenching.

In Figure 20, we show a subset of the SQuIGGL⃗E sample divided up into bins of burst mass

fraction (as measured in [191]) to show trends for galaxies which formed a similar fraction

of their stellar mass in the recent burst of star formation. None of these bins show the

predicted positive trend for a central starburst; conversely, the smallest and largest burst

fraction bins are consistent with a negative slope (Spearman correlations for the 0-20% bin:

ρ = −0.52, p = 0.004; Spearman correlations for the 40-60% bin: ρ = −0.38, p = 0.01),

and the central bin is consistent with no slope (Spearman correlation for the 20-40% bin:

ρ = −0.10, p = 0.45). We additionally test for correlations between the Gini coefficient and

the generalized concentration parameters and find no significant correlation with the time

since quenching. The lack of a positive correlation between these measures of concentration

and the time since quenching suggests that highly centralized star formation is unlikely to

have occurred prior to quenching in post-starburst galaxies.

We further illustrate this result via the use of a toy model of half-light radius evolution.

Using fsps [43, 42, 83] to track the evolution of the rest frame optical light with time, we

simulate the superposition of an instantaneous burst of star formation on an older galaxy

population by modeling both the galaxy and the burst as n = 4 Sérsic profiles. We fix

the older population to be 1 Gyr old and to have re = 5 kpc, the approximate size of a

1011M⊙ quiescent galaxy at this redshift. We test 3 burst regimes, 0 - 20% burst fraction

(modeled with a 10% burst), 20 - 40% burst fraction (modeled with a 30% burst), and 40

- 60% burst fraction (modeled with a 50% burst), and a range of burst geometries rang-

ing from an extremely centralized 100 parsec burst to an extended 10 kpc burst. We set

the central and underlying dust attenuation to 0.5 and 0.1 dex respectively using the fsps

dust2 parameter to reflect that the central region may be significantly more attenuated

than the older population, but still restricting to the range of best fitting dust values from

spectrophotometric modeling (median dust2 ∼ 0.3, see [191]). We note that these assump-

tions neglect the possibility that heavily obscured star formation is contained in the galaxies.

Some post-starburst galaxies have been shown to contain deeply embedded dust reservoirs

in the central ∼ 100 parsecs with Av ∼ 104, which could in principle shield large amounts of

central star formation [181]. However, in a previous study of CO(2-1) for a small (13 galaxy)
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subsample of SQuIGGL⃗E, we do not see evidence of centrally concentrated molecular gas

or continuum emission in the detected galaxies at ∼ 1” resolution. We measure molecular

gas effective radii on the order of kiloparsecs and do not detect continuum emission in all

but one galaxy [20]. As such, we assume dust obscuration informed by our best fits to OIR

spectrophotometric data.

We show the tracks generated by these models as shaded regions on Figure 20. The vast

majority of SQuIGGL⃗E galaxies are inconsistent with a sub-kpc scale burst of star formation.

To ensure that these conclusions are not heavily dependent on toy model assumptions about

the underlying galaxy age and size, we test for a range of values (re = 3 kpc and 10 kpc,

age = 0.5 Gyr) and find that the majority of galaxies are too large to ever overlap with the

sub-kpc burst tracks. We note that these observed kpc-scale bursts of star formation do

not completely eliminate mergers as a possible trigger for inducing the burst and subsequent

suppression of star formation, as IFU studies of post-merger galaxies have found evidence

for centrally peaked but still global enhancements in star formation rate [207]. The lack of

agreement between models for a highly concentrated burst of star formation and the size-

age trends we observe only shows that star formation could not have occurred solely in the

central regions of recently quenched galaxies.

The negative/inconclusive trends in re versus time since quenching indicate that these

post-starburst galaxies do not evolve significantly in their ∼ 500 Myr after quenching and

that the youngest stars in the galaxy are distributed on spatial scales similar to any underly-

ing older population. This is consistent with the finding that a small sample of SQuIGGL⃗E

post-starburst galaxies exhibit flat age gradients [174], which are also seen in young quies-

cent galaxies closer to cosmic noon [5, 107] and compact local quiescent galaxies that may

be the descendants of early universe rapid quenching [172]. As we are still accounting for

some unmasked tidal light in the fits to our galaxy sizes (see Figure 14), we propose that

any negative trend in time since quenching versus size may be the result of tidal features

which are commonly present in the young post-starburst galaxies [167, 219] and which fade

on ∼ 200 Myr timescales. There is evidence for this when we split the sample into disturbed

and non-disturbed using the classifications from [219], as the youngest galaxies in the sam-

ple are far more likely than the oldest ones to host visible tidal features. However, we note
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that the sizes of the galaxies we fit are not being primarily driven by asymmetric non-Sérsic

light, as the corrections for the disturbed and non-disturbed samples are both consistent

with no systematic offset in measured half-light radius, and instead are primarily driven by

the central light of the galaxy due to our aggressive deblending and masking.

Why, then, do the SQuIGGL⃗E post-starburst galaxies differ from other populations of

post-starburst galaxies whether locally [237] or at intermediate-redshift [239, 59] which do

show evidence of centrally concentrated star formation? The answer may lie in selection.

High mass galaxies in samples selected using Hδ,A equivalent width techniques like those

in [239] have been shown to have very small burst mass fractions, on the order of ∼ 5%

[90]. The bursts in these galaxies are weak relative to the > 20% bursts in SQuIGGL⃗E

galaxies which are completely dominated by A-type populations [191]. The galaxies with

small bursts may represent a dusting of central star formation on top of an already quiescent

population (which is similar to the toy model which does a poor job of describing SQuIGGL⃗E

post-starburst size evolution) rather than a true quenching of a galaxy’s primary epoch of

star formation that occurs in the entire galaxy simultaneously. High redshift, massive post-

starburst galaxies have been found to lack color gradients, suggesting that galaxies must

shut off star-formation such that a young stellar population dominates the light at all radii

on kiloparsec scales in the immediate aftermath of quenching [135, 194]. These fundamental

differences in the galaxy masses, burst mass fractions, and stellar age distributions between

low- and high-redshift post-starburst galaxies may be the result of fundamentally different

physical processes (e.g. increased major merger rates or higher gas fractions at earlier cosmic

time). We suggest that the SQuIGGL⃗E post-starburst galaxies are the lower-z extension

of that population of rapidly quenching galaxies, and explore in the following section what

progenitors could have resulted in the formation of compact post-starburst galaxies without

purely central star formation.

3.5.2 Preferential fast quenching in compact star-forming galaxies

The commonly invoked central starburst pathway to quiescence is often proposed as a way

to take an extended star-forming galaxy and to produce a more concentrated elliptical galaxy.
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Figure 21: (Left): The stellar mass surface density in the central kpc as a function of the

stellar mass for SQuIGGL⃗E along with the star-forming and quiescent sub-samples. Typical

error bars derived from the PSF shuffling procedure are shown in black. The dashed post-

starburst histogram shows the post-starburst galaxies which are mass-matched to the star-

forming sample. SQuIGGL⃗E galaxies are only slightly denser than quiescent galaxies, while

star-forming galaxies are significantly less dense than both populations. The results of a

Kolmogorov–Smirnov test between the quiescent and post-starburst log(Σ1kpc) distributions

are shown on the verticle histogram. (Right): The distributions of in log(Σ1kpc) for the

disturbed and non-disturbed post-starburst populations, as defined in [219]. As with the

compactness at fixed stellar mass (see Figure 17), a Kolmogorov–Smirnov test shows that

the distributions are not significantly different between the two populations. The SQuIGGL⃗E

sample of post-starburst galaxies is uniformly dense in its core regions.
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However, galaxies need not shrink down in the size-mass plane. Instead, these galaxies may

have small sizes because they are the evolutionary descendants of more compact star-forming

galaxies, which quenched rapidly after reaching a stellar density threshold that is correlated

with other feedback mechanisms [217].

In Figure 21a we show the relationship between the stellar mass and stellar surface mass

density in the central kpc for the galaxies in SQuIGGL⃗E and LEGA-C. Post-starburst galax-

ies are only slightly denser than the quiescent galaxies at this redshift (median

log(Σ1kpc,PSB) − log(Σ1kpc,Q) = 0.10). In contrast, the post-starburst and quiescent sam-

ples are significantly more dense than star-forming galaxies at fixed stellar mass (median

log(Σ1kpc,PSB) − log(Σ1kpc,SF) = 0.48). The density of the post-starburst galaxies is similar

to those found in previous studies of quiescent galaxies at this stellar mass, log(Σ1kpc) ∼ 10

[79, 217, 14, 143, 225, 195]. This supports the finding that galaxy structure in the central

regions is largely set at the time quenching occurs. In addition, we find that dense central

structures are in place for the entirety of the SQuIGGL⃗E sample, regardless of the presence

of tidal features; in Figure 21b, we show that there is no significant difference in Σ1kpc between

the disturbed and non-disturbed populations. This does not preclude mergers helping the

galaxies reach the central density threshold required for shutdown; simulations which rely

on AGN feedback to quench galaxies have shown that only mergers which push galaxies into

the regime where their central black holes are massive enough to trigger feedback effectively

quench galaxies [161], and more rapid quenching is strongly associated with an increased

injection of AGN feedback prior to quenching [153]. However, it does suggest that mergers

may not be the smoking gun progenitor of all post-starburst galaxies.

Because the central mass of a galaxy and the black hole mass are strongly correlated [120],

it is natural to investigate the incidence of AGN in these dense post-starburst galaxies. The

youngest galaxies in SQuIGGL⃗E host optical AGN at significantly higher rates than the

oldest post-starburst galaxies and older quiescent galaxies [97]. If feedback from AGN is

connected to density, then it is possible that these galaxies went through a quasar phase

which is still turning off in the youngest galaxies in the sample and that the galaxies will

remain quenched after the AGN runs out of fuel and shuts down due to radio-mode feedback

[47]. After that, minor mergers will contribute to the growth in outer density to grow
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galaxies without substantially changing their central density [22, 218]. This ex-situ growth

could lead to a better match in the half-light radii of the galaxies as they grow their sizes

without significantly changing their central structures.

The similar central densities and discrepant half-light radii of post-starburst and quies-

cent galaxies implies that the profiles should differ in shape most significantly in the wings

if ex-situ growth is the dominant mode of evolution post-quenching. To investigate this, we

derive one-dimensional surface mass profiles for the post-starburst and quiescent galaxies

by multiplying the observed surface brightness profiles by the mass-to-light ratio, assuming

no radial gradients. In Figure 22, we show the median surface mass profiles for the post-

starburst and quiescent samples with associated scatter, as well as the difference between the

median profiles. The ex-situ growth hypothesis is supported by these stellar-mass profiles, as

the differences between the median profiles increases steadily out to a = 10 kpc. This profile

difference at large radii is likely less extreme in reality due to the empirical color gradients

found in quiescent galaxies [192, 193, 194, 116]. Quiescent galaxies tend to be bluer in their

outskirts, which would lead to a smaller mass-to-light ratio and would alleviate at least some

of the tension between these profile shapes. However, the color gradients present in quiescent

samples are likely the result of the minor mergers we suggest are the dominant growth path

post-quenching, and this normalization scheme still shows that the shapes of the profiles

are most significantly different at a > 10 kpc. Taken together, we suggest that in rapid

quenching, the seeds of the structure of the quiescent population are formed in the recent

burst on kpc scales, after which feedback correlated with density suppresses any additional

star formation and minor mergers become the primary form of galaxy mass growth.

One possible class of progenitors could be dusty, extreme starbursts, or “sub-mm galax-

ies” [209, 210, 231], which have the extremely high star formation rates and feedback nec-

essary to produce galaxies like those in SQuIGGL⃗E [186, 185]. At high redshift, sub-mm

galaxies also lie slightly below quiescent galaxies in the mass-size plane [95]. If they shut off

their rapid star formation abruptly and uniformly, sub-mm galaxies would likely result in

post-starburst SEDs and flat age gradients similar to those measured in SQuIGGL⃗E galaxies

[174]. While detailed analysis of number densities is beyond the scope of this work, we note

that in LEGA-C, star-forming galaxies do exist which are dense enough in log(Σ1kpc) to
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Figure 22: One-dimensional median stacks of the surface mass profiles of SQuIGGL⃗E post-

starburst galaxies (green) and the mass-matched LEGA-C control sample (red) as a function

of the semi-major axis of the best-fitting ellipse in kiloparsecs. The profiles are truncated

at the radius where the number of galaxies used in the stack drops below 20. Also shown is

a stack of the model point-spread functions used in the fits (black dashed line). The bands

bound the 16th and 84th percentile surface mass profiles for each sample. In the bottom

panel, we show the difference between the quiescent and post-starburst median profiles as a

black line with combined scatter indicated as a grey band, with the half-width half maximum

seeing (0.3”∼2.1 kpc at z=0.7) indicated by the pink shaded region. The differences in the

profiles increases as a function of radius, flattening at ∼ 10 kpc.
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evolve into SQuIGGL⃗E post-starburst galaxies without a significant amount of additional

compaction. These galaxies do not have star formation rates high enough to be sub-mm

galaxies, but it is unlikely that such extremely rare progenitors would be found in a field as

small as that of LEGA-C. Future work will focus on more strongly constraining the density of

SQuIGGL⃗E-like post-starburst galaxies as a function of redshift to tie them more concretely

to a progenitor population.

Ultimately, we conclude that the recent star formation in post-starburst galaxies must

have taken place on spatial scales which are comparable to the size of the galaxy, as we do not

see any evidence of the type of fading that would be expected from a centralized starburst.

Although galaxy mergers likely play a role in quenching some of the post-starburst galaxies in

SQuIGGL⃗E (see [219]), the finding that log(Σ1kpc) is fully consistent between the disturbed

and non-disturbed samples and the lack of positive size evolution suggests that merger driven

central starbursts are not the entire story. Instead, the mergers may, in some galaxies, simply

be the last push towards a central density high enough to trigger feedback which rapidly

shuts off star formation while locking in existing structure and maintains the shutdown.

After this, galaxies could passively evolve into red, quiescent galaxies that grow in half-light

size via minor mergers but otherwise do not significantly change in their structures.

3.6 Conclusions

Using images from the Hyper-Suprime Cam Survey, we study the sizes and structures of

z ∼ 0.7 post starburst galaxies from the SQuIGGL⃗E Survey [191] in comparison to coeval

massive galaxies in the LEGA-C Survey. By performing single-component Sérsic fitting

of the galaxies, we have robustly measured sizes which account for non-Sérsic low surface

brightness features and structural measures like the Sérsic index and the axis ratio. In

addition, we measure non-parametric indicators of concentration. We conclude the following:

• Post-starburst galaxies have smaller half-light radii than coeval star-forming and qui-

escent galaxies at similar stellar mass (see Figures 16 and 17). Specifically, they are

systematically ∼0.1 dex smaller than quiescent galaxies and ∼ 0.4 dex smaller than star-
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forming galaxies. The compactness at fixed stellar mass does not vary strongly based on

whether or not a galaxy is tidally disturbed.

• The sizes and structures of post-starburst galaxies, as measured via parametric (see Fig-

ure 18) or non-parametric measures (see Figure 19) also point to concentrated, round

galaxies which are more similar to quiescent galaxies than they are to star-forming galax-

ies.

• Post-starburst galaxies either negative or flat correlation between their sizes and their

time since quenching (see Figure 20). This trend stands in constrast with what would be

expected for a fading central starburst, indicating that the recent burst of star formation

was not limited to the galaxy center, and instead must have occurred on larger (⪆ 1 kpc)

spatial scales.

• The central densities of post-starburst galaxies are very similar to those of quiescent

galaxies (see Figure 21) and match the common threshold for quiescence, log(Σ1kpc)

∼ 10 found in the literature.

• The median shape of the post-starburst and quiescent surface brightness profiles are most

significantly different at large radius (a>10 kpc), where the quiescent sample has more

light (see Figure 22). This indicates that while the central shapes of galaxies do not

change significantly once quiescence is reached, the outer envelopes may indeed grow via

minor merging which deposits stellar mass as large radius.

Two competing forces are at play in the detailed study of the rapid mode of quenching.

On the one hand, fast quenching dominates at high redshift, so in the ideal case one would

hunt for post-starburst galaxies at the highest redshift possible in order to identify candidates

for galaxies which have recently shut off their primary epoch of star formation. On the other

hand, in order to push to high redshift, deep integration times are required, which makes

it difficult to cover the large patches of sky necessary to identify galaxies in this short-lived

period of evolution. The ideal situation (deep, red spectroscopic surveys of large areas of

the sky), however, is right around the corner with the impending public releases of deep

spectroscopic surveys like the Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instrument [56] and the Prime

Focus Spectrograph [203] surveys. In the very near future, the high-quality spectra from

these surveys will allow for the identification of large samples of post-starburst galaxies out
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past z ∼ 1. Future studies of the galaxies identified in these surveys will significantly bolster

our understanding of the rapid mode of quenching by identifying the first statistically large

samples of post-starburst galaxies near the era of cosmic noon. The quantification of the

number density, size, structure, AGN activity, and gas content of post-starburst galaxies as

a function of redshift will place strong constraints on the rapid quenching pathway of galaxy

evolution.
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4.0 DESI Survey Validation Spectra Reveal an Increasing Fraction of

Recently Quenched Galaxies at z ∼ 1

4.1 Introduction

In the local Universe, the vast majority of massive (log(M⋆/M⊙) ≳ 11) galaxies are

completely quiescent and have been so for 5− 10 Gyr [145, 64, 127, 220]. There is a growing

consensus that two distinct pathways to quiescence are at play, with a rapid path dominating

the buildup of quiescent galaxies at high redshifts and a slower channel that populates the

“green valley” at low redshift [168, 239, 135, 19, 195]. While the observational evidence

for more rapid early star-formation in the most massive systems at early times is strong

[111], the precise details of how the quiescent population grows from the rapid quenching

pathway as a function of cosmic time remain very uncertain. Some studies have characterized

the rates of rapid quenching as a function of cosmic time using either photometric [226,

230, 19, 152] or shallow spectroscopic [162] samples and have found that recently quenched

galaxies, sometimes known as post-starburst galaxies, stopped contributing significantly to

the quiescent population by z ≳ 0.5. However, photometric studies yield weak constraints

on timescales and star formation histories. Thus, our picture of precisely when galaxies

shut off their star formation and the contribution of late-time star formation remains poorly

constrained.

Ideally, one would study the assembly of the red sequence by modeling the star-formation

histories of complete samples of massive galaxies and studying how the incidence and char-

acteristics of the population vary as a function of cosmic time. An immense amount of work

has been done over the past decades to study that star formation histories of quiescent sys-

tems across cosmic time using photometric and spectroscopic data [208, 70, 69, 93, 92, 48,

150, 35, 19, 199]. However, measuring the high-order moments of a star-formation history,

such as timescales and burst fractions, requires high signal-to-noise continuum spectroscopy

[196]. The limiting factor in performing such modeling has been the availability of suffi-

ciently deep spectra beyond z ≳ 0.5. The largest existing spectroscopic samples have not
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prioritized observing the gamut of quiescent galaxies; the SDSS LRG [73] and BOSS [53]

surveys targeted the reddest quiescent galaxies, prioritizing pure, uniform samples at the

expense of younger, bluer galaxies, with targeting that steeply drops off at z ∼ 0.5 where the

post-starburst population beings to emerge [230, 19]. In contrast, the EBOSS [52] survey

poorly sampled the quiescent population in favor of more accessible emission line sources.

Deeper, more targeted surveys such as LEGA-C [216, 239], Carnegie-Spitzer-IMACS [69],

and VANDELS [142, 35] have identified samples of ∼1000s of massive quiescent galaxies at

z ≳ 0.5, requiring significant investments on deep fields to reveal spectroscopic information

for small samples.

The next generation of large spectroscopic surveys will revolutionize the availability of

continuum spectroscopy of massive galaxies. Here, we utilize the Dark Energy Spectroscopic

Instrument (DESI), a robotic, fiber-fed, highly multiplexed spectroscopic surveyor that op-

erates on the Mayall 4-meter telescope at Kitt Peak National Observatory [56]. DESI, which

can obtain simultaneous spectra of almost 5000 objects over a ∼ 3◦ field [57, 180], is currently

over a year into a five-year survey of approximately one-third of the sky [56], and has already

observed more galaxies than the entire Sloan Digital Sky Survey. The DESI Luminous Red

Galaxy (LRG) target selection is both broader in color and faintness relative to surveys like

BOSS, and as a result is complete to higher redshift (z ∼ 0.8) and observes the Balmer break

out to z ∼ 1.3 [248]. Here we show that even the relatively small (∼ 20000 galaxies) but

deep Survey Validation (SV) sample of LRGs within the DESI Survey can be leveraged to

identify new and exciting samples of recently quenched galaxies that push well beyond what

previous surveys have been capable of.

In this letter, we infer non-parametric star formation histories of LRGs in the DESI SV

sample (DESI Collaboration et al. in preparation) and use them to study the growth of the

red sequence from recently quenched galaxies. In Section 4.2, we describe the parent sample

and demonstrate the use of non-parametric star formation histories to fit the spectrophoto-

metric data with Prospector [110, 125, 109]. In Section 4.3, we use the results of this fitting

to identify recently quenched galaxies and characterize their evolving number densities as a

function of cosmic time. Finally, in Section 4.4, we discuss the implications of these findings

on our understanding of the physical mechanisms that are driving the production of massive,
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quiescent galaxies through the rapid quenching channel.

Throughout this letter, we compare our own selection of “recently quenched galaxies”

to literature samples and selection criteria for post-starburst galaxies. We note that many

of these post-starburst selections do not explicitly require a burst of star formation, as any

dramatic truncation in star formation can produce an A-star dominated SED.. We assume

a concordance ΛCDM cosmology with ΩΛ = 0.7, Ωm = 0.3 and H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1, and

quote AB magnitudes.

4.2 Data

4.2.1 The DESI LRG SV Sample

In order to characterize the growth of the population of quiescent galaxies at intermediate

redshifts, this work relies on the large program of deep spectra that were taken as a part

of the DESI SV LRG sample [249, 248]. The primary objective of DESI is to determine

the nature of dark energy with precise cosmological measurements [129], but the wealth of

spectroscopy provides an excellent sample for studies of galaxy evolution. The data volume

of the DESI requires multiple supporting software pipelines and products used in this work.

Target selection and photometry, which included forward modeling of the differential effect

of the PSF across bands, was performed on imaging from the DESI Legacy Surveys [251, 60].

Fiber assignments, tiling, and target selection were performed with the algorithms outlined

in Raichoor et al., Schlafly et al., and Myers et al. (in preparation) respectively. All redshifts

were determined with the Redrock pipeline (Bailey et al. in preparation). All spectroscopy

used was reduced using the “Fuji” internal spectroscopic data release which will be identical

to the DESI Early Data Release [98].

There are two primary reasons for the choice to utilize the SV sample. First, the SV

selection is more inclusive than subsequent Survey Validation samples and the main DESI

sample [248]. While this was intended as a test of the redshift recovery so that targeting could

be refined from the main survey, these expanded color cuts mitigate potential bias against
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observing young, recently quenched LRGs. Second, the SV observations were an order of

magnitude deeper than the observations for the main survey, with ∼ 2.5 hours of integration

per spectrum, resulting in the high signal-to-noise measurements of the continuum. While

the SV sample included fainter targets, we restrict this study to the brightest SV LRGs with

an observed fiber z magnitude zfiber < 21.6 cut similar to the one that is used in the full

LRG sample.

We select all tiles that were observed under the dark time observing conditions in SV.

We then select all galaxies which meet the LRG SV cuts outlined in [248] with an additional

zfiber < 21.6 magnitude constraint, a cut at z > 0.4 (above which the SV LRG sample

begins to be mass complete), and a cut at z < 1.3 (at which point the age-sensitive Hδ

absorption feature is no longer covered by DESI spectroscopy). We remove galaxies with

poor redshift measurements by applying a cut of ZWARN == 0 to the DESI catalog. We then

remove the 580/17797 galaxies that did not reach target depth (exposure time texp > 1 hour).

The median exposure time of this final sample is 2.4 hours, with 16th and 84th percentile

exposure times of 1.5 and 4.1 hours respectively. This selection results in a total sample of

17217 galaxies.

4.2.2 Inferring Star Formation Histories with Prospector

We model the DESI spectra and photometry using non-parametric star formation his-

tories with the SED fitting code Prospector [110, 125, 109] to infer the detailed stellar

populations of the sample. Non-parametric star-formation histories (SFHs) are particularly

useful for fitting post-starburst galaxies because they do not impose an analytic form on the

shape of the SFH, which allows for multiple rises and falls over the course of a galaxy’s life-

time. We adopt a flexible bin model that is optimized to model recently quenching galaxies

[196]. The model utilizes 3 fixed time bins at early times (tlookback > 2 Gyr), 5 flexible bins

that each form the same amount of total stellar mass (allowing for greater resolution near

periods of intense star-formation), and a final flexible bin that allows a galaxy to remain

quenched after star formation is finished. This scheme was extensively tested and is well

designed to recover quenching timescales and burst mass fractions [196, 191].
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Figure 23: Example old (top, TARGETID=3963332462851262) and recently quenched (bot-

tom, TARGETID=39627817440253139) galaxies from the DESI SV LRG Sample with

Prospector fits using the star-formation history model from [196]. For each galaxy, we

show the median and 68% confidence interval star-formation history (top left) with selected

galaxy properties. We also show the best fitting models (color) to the observed photometry

(g/r/z/W1/W2, black) (top right). Finally, we show the DESI spectrum (observed, grey; 5

pixel boxcar smoothed, black) along with the best fitting model (color) (bottom). From this

modeling, we identify quiescent LRGs and infer the dominance of recent star formation and

the timescale of quenching.
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We use the dynesty dynamic nested sampling package [183], the Flexible Stellar Pop-

ulation Synthesis (FSPS) stellar population synthesis models [43, 42], the MILES spectral

library [165, 78], and the MIST isochrones [40, 65]. We assume a [38] Initial Mass Function

and fix the model redshift to the spectroscopic redshift. In contrast with the [191] prescrip-

tion for fitting post-starburst galaxies, we elect to fit nebular emission non-physically by

marginalizing over Gaussian lines at the locations of emission features in the spectrum. The

massive LRG sample likely hosts many active galactic nuclei (AGN) which can contribute

strongly to a galaxy’s emission line strength [97]. Additionally, the LRG selection allows for

the targeting of a small fraction of dusty star-forming galaxies with strong emission lines; we

want to be completely agnostic to the source of emission when fitting star formation histories

to these galaxies. This procedure subtracts out the emission from the spectrum at each step

in the fitting before calculating the likelihood, which allows the fits to utilize continuum

information (e.g. Hβ absorption) despite the existence of emission that our models do not

generate using information about the current SFR.

We use the mass–metallicity prior described in [124]. We utilize the PolySpecModel pro-

cedure which accounts for deviations between the shape of the photometry and the spectrum

by dividing out a polynomial from the observed and model spectra during fitting, using a

Prospecter-default 12th order Chebyshev polynomial. We assume the [121] dust law with

a free Av and dust index. Additionally, following [231], we assume that the attenuation is

doubled around young (< 107 yr) stars. We fix the shape of the IR SED following the [66]

dust emission templates, with Umin = 1.0, γe = 0.01, and qPAH = 2.0. Finally, we include

both a spectroscopic jitter term to account for the possibility of underestimated noise and

the Prospector pixel outlier model. We center priors on the SFH such that they follow

the predicted SFH of a massive quiescent galaxy from the UNIVERSEMACHINE catalog [16];

this weakly prefers solutions with early-time star formation in the star formation histories

we fit to ensure that outshining of a young stellar population is treated conservatively. The

fidelity of this star formation history at recovering mock parameters is illustrated in [196].

Of principle importance to this work, the burst fraction is well recovered when < 50% of

a galaxy’s stellar mass is formed in a burst. For greater burst fractions, outshining by the

young stellar population becomes so dominant that the relative strength of the oldest stellar
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population cannot be constrained by the existing data, and as such, our conservative prior

drives the fits to a higher burst fraction solution than the inputs. Thus, burst fractions

measured in this work to be ≳50% can be thought of as strong lower limits.

We fit all 17217 galaxies in the DESI SV LRG sample (zfiber < 21.6) with this proce-

dure, providing the Milky Way extinction corrected g/r/z/W1/W2 photometry (using the

extinction maps from [170]) and the galaxy spectrum. The scaling of the SED being fit is

set by the photometry that captures all galaxy light rather than just the light in the fiber.

We expect the total fraction of galaxy light contained in the fiber to vary as a function of

redshift but to always be ≳ 50% of the total light, as the fiber size is 0.75” in radius ( 4 kpc

at z=0.4, 6.5 kpc at z=1.3). Our fits are constrained by the SED shape of the photometry ,

and the polynomial correction to the spectrum will account for any color gradients, though

we expect those to be minimal given that both the spectrum should be representative of the

majority of the galaxy light for most of the sample. Because the signal in the redshift range

of interest is concentrated at the red end of the spectrograph, we elect to only fit the spectra

from the R and Z arms of the spectrograph (5800Å < λobs < 9824Å) to save on computation

time and to avoid any issues with the flux calibration at the fainter end of the spectra. In

this wavelength range, the resolution R (λ/∆λ) ranges from ∼ 3200 − 5100. While the 1.5”

(∼8 kpc at z = 0.4, ∼13 kpc at z = 1.3) diameter aperture of the DESI fiber is large enough

to capture the majority of galaxy light at highest redshift end of our sample, we do note

that our modeling approach assumes a lack of color gradients in the galaxies and that the

light represented in the spectrum is identical to that of the photometry, which models all

galaxy light. Fits failed to converge for 52/17217 galaxies (0.3% of the total sample). Visual

inspection of the spectra of these failed fits suggests that they broadly fall into four cate-

gories: extremely low signal-to-noise galaxies, spectra with large masked regions, galaxies

with incorrect redshift assignment, and broad-line AGN/QSOs (which our models are not

equipped to characterize). As such, we omit the unmodeled galaxies and perform all analysis

on the 17703 successfully fit galaxies.

Example fits to quiescent (top, red) and recently quenched (bottom, green) galaxies are

shown in Figure 23. The quiescent galaxy that is representative of the majority of the

DESI LRG sample is fit entirely with early star formation, consistent with a very old stellar
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Table 5: Selected Fit Quantities and Errors

z log(M⋆/M⊙) SFR [M⊙/yr] ∆SFR f1Gyr

0.5568 11.23+0.01
−0.01 2.31+0.47

−0.35 -1.16+0.08
−0.07 0.11+0.01

−0.01

0.6701 11.22+0.01
−0.01 1.17+0.14

−0.14 -1.52+0.05
−0.06 0.0+0.0

−0.0

0.8976 11.23+0.02
−0.1 0.92+0.84

−0.31 -1.76+0.39
−0.18 0.0+0.07

−0.0

0.5396 11.36+0.01
−0.01 2.98+0.4

−0.34 -1.16+0.06
−0.06 0.05+0.01

−0.02

0.4364 11.12+0.01
−0.01 2.85+0.27

−0.24 -0.9+0.05
−0.04 0.01+0.0

−0.0

0.8807 11.34+0.03
−0.03 0.08+0.28

−0.08 -2.86+0.62
−1.51 0.0+0.0

−0.0

0.6999 10.8+0.03
−0.04 19.39+2.56

−2.4 0.08+0.07
−0.09 0.22+0.05

−0.04

0.5415 11.11+0.04
−0.03 0.09+0.05

−0.04 -2.45+0.19
−0.28 0.01+0.01

−0.0

0.5166 11.2+0.02
−0.03 21.25+2.17

−3.02 -0.15+0.06
−0.08 0.1+0.02

−0.02

1.0623 11.04+0.03
−0.03 4.67+3.76

−1.63 -0.94+0.26
−0.18 0.45+0.07

−0.06

Selected median and 68% confidence values of relevant parameters derived from the posteriors of the
Prospector fits to DESI SV LRGs for a random sample of galaxies.

population, and as such, all the mass was formed in the three fixed-width early-time bins.

In contrast, the recently quenched galaxy is clearly fit with a post-starburst SED shape

with strong Balmer absorption features and a characteristic lack of emission line infill. This

indicates that the post-starburst galaxy has quenched after a period of intense star formation,

and the star formation history reflects this. We infer that the galaxy began rapidly forming

stars ∼ 500 Myr before observation, and quenched ∼ 150 Myr ago.

From the posteriors on the star formation histories, we derive a number of model pa-

rameters, many of which we directly use to select and characterize the properties of recently

quenched galaxies. Stellar masses are calculated accounting for mass loss and have typical

1σ uncertainties of 0.025 dex, and rest absolute magnitudes are calculated directly from the

spectra generated from the posterior. We measure the star-formation rate in all galaxies as

the star-formation rate in the closest bin to the epoch of observation in the non-parametric

star formation history. Above ∼ 1M⊙/yr, these star-formation rates have been shown to

reliably recover the instantaneous star-formation rate of mock galaxies, and our measure-

ments have typical uncertainties of ∼ 15%. Below this, they are effectively upper limits

[196]. Additionally, we quantify the offset from the star-forming sequence, ∆SFR, as:

∆SFR = log(SFR) − log(SFRSFS(z)) (5)
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Figure 24: Properties of the full LRG sample (red contours) and a subset of galaxies that

recently quenched a significant episode of star formation using our fiducial selection (f1Gyr >

0.1, ∆SFR< −0.6, green points). All plotted points are the median values from the posterior

of the Prospector fits. In panel (a), we show the stellar mass versus the absolute magnitude

(Mz) along with the magnitude limited threshold (Mz < −23.2) and the mass complete

threshold (log(M⋆/M⊙ > 11.2) discussed in Section 4.2.3. In panel (b), we show the star-

formation rate versus stellar mass, with the star-forming sequence at z = 0.7, the median

redshift of our sample, shown as a black line with characteristic ∼ 0.3 dex 1σ scatter [127].

In panel (c), we show the recently quenched selection plane, f1Gyr versus ∆SFR, with the

fiducial selection cuts illustrated as dashed lines. The sample is significantly brighter than

the parent sample at fixed stellar mass and occupies a unique part of parameter space by

having formed a significant amount of recent stellar mass despite being fully quenched.

where SFRSFS(z) is the inferred star formation rate from the star-forming sequence at the

observed redshift of the galaxy defined in [127], which is also measured using Prospector

SED fits. We set a fiducial threshold for quiescence at ∆SFR = −0.6, ∼ 2σ below the main

sequence at a given redshift. Near the fiducial value, the typical uncertainty in ∆SFR is ∼ 0.1

dex. As with the star formation rate, this value is significantly more uncertain for measured

values. Finally, we measure the fraction of the total stellar mass formed in the Gyr before

observation, f1Gyr. Galaxies with small f1Gyr are very well constrained to be small, and for
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galaxies which formed 10 − 70% of their stellar mass in the past Gyr, typical uncertainties

are 15 − 30%. A sample of constraints on parameters is shown in Table 5.

We show some of the observed and derived characteristics of the full LRG sample as red

contours in Figure 24. In the first panel, we show the stellar mass versus the rest frame

absolute magnitude, Mz, illustrating the tight correlation between the two parameters. We

additionally show lines which correspond to the cuts we make in the two parameters to

construct the volume limited samples described in Section 4.2.3. In the next panel, we show

the star formation rate versus the stellar mass along with the “star forming sequence” at

z = 0.7 with 0.3 dex scatter from [127] to illustrate that the sample is largely quiescent.

Finally, we show the sample in the selection plane of f1Gyr versus ∆SFR discussed in Section

4.3.1 with our fiducial cuts to select recently quenched galaxies. In all 3 planes, we show the

fiducial sample of galaxies as green points.

4.2.3 Selecting Volume Limited Samples

Because the choices made in spectroscopic targeting significantly impact the observed

sample, it is necessary to select a volume limited sample to fairly compare galaxies across

redshift bins. This is especially true because the zfiber < 21.6 cut in observed magnitude

would observe a faint galaxy at low-redshift but not high-redshift. We use the fits to

the spectrophometric data to select samples which we can use to infer number densities.

Throughout this letter, we utilize three relevant samples: the full LRG sample, the rest ab-

solute Z-magnitude selected “magnitude limited” sample, and the “mass complete” sample

to select recently quenched galaxies.

4.2.3.1 The Magnitude Limited Sample

By virtue of being the youngest and brightest galaxies in any given quiescent sample,

galaxies have the lowest M⋆/L ratios at fixed stellar mass and therefore are relatively bright

compared to the majority of LRGs. As such, in order to get large, complete samples of

galaxies to study as a function of redshift, a luminosity cut will maximize the sample size.

We define a magnitude limited sample with rest-frame Mz < −23.2, at which the entirety
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Figure 25: Redshift distributions of spectroscopic samples of recently quenched galaxies from

0.4 < z < 2.0, with an inset focusing on z > 1 where the improvement in sample size from

this work is most significant. Our fiducial sample (f1Gyr> 0.1, ∆SFR< −0.6, selected from

the full LRG sample) is shown as a filled green histogram. Other samples shown include

PCA-identified post-starburst galaxies from [162] and [231], galaxies with t50 < 1.5 Gyr from

[19], galaxies selected with K+A template fitting from the SDSS [156], and galaxies selected

using rest UBV filters from the SQuIGGL⃗E sample also selected from the SDSS [191].

of the reddest (in rest g − z color, which should map to the highest M⋆/L ratios) 2.5% of

the LRG sample is selected at z = 0.8. This selection results in the largest volume limited

sample we can obtain where we expect to have observed all bright galaxies in DESI out to

z ∼ 0.8, yielding a total of 8683 galaxies.

4.2.3.2 The Mass Complete Sample

While a magnitude limited sample selects the bulk of the galaxies in the SV sample, in

order to characterize the growth of the population relative to the fainter (at fixed stellar

mass) old quiescent population, we instead require a mass complete sample. In the redshift

range 0.4 < z < 0.8, the DESI LRG targeting only selects a sample which is ≳ 80% mass
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complete for very massive galaxies [248]. As such, in situations where we wish to compare

to the quiescent population as a whole, we elect to use only galaxies above this stellar mass,

regardless of their rest-frame Mz. This sample is significantly smaller than the magnitude

limited sample, with only 5375 galaxies above the stellar mass cut at z < 0.8.

We show the cuts in rest-frame Mz and stellar mass that result in the two subsamples

in Figure 24a, illustrating that the stellar mass cut is significantly more restrictive than the

magnitude cut, which lets through galaxies at masses as low as 1010.8M⊙. At fixed stellar

mass, the fiducial sample (see Section 4.3.1) is significantly brighter than a typical LRG (red

contours), and we therefore maximize our ability to constrain the number density of recently

quenched galaxies as a population by instituting a cut on the absolute magnitude.

4.3 Analysis

4.3.1 Selecting Recently Quenched Galaxies

There are a number of ways of selecting recently quenched/post-starburst galaxies, all

of which share the common goal of selecting galaxies that recently quenched after a period

of significant star formation [87]. Historically, these galaxies have been selected using a

combination of emission line cuts (to select against current star formation) and Balmer

absorption depth (to select for a stellar population dominated by A type stars) [67, 246,

12]. Here, we leverage the tightly constrained star formation histories to select a physically

motivated sample of recently quenched galaxies. First, we focus on selecting a pure quiescent

sample. In Figure 24b+c, it is clear that some galaxies that are dusty and star-forming have

been selected due to their red colors and exist in the LRG parent sample. To remove

these, we perform a conservative cut in ∆SFR, classifying galaxies as quiescent only if their

median ∆SFR is ∼ 2σ (0.6 dex) below the star-forming sequence at their redshift from [127].

This selection, which is highlighted in Figure 24c, removes 2622 galaxies (∼ 15% of the

total sample). All qualitative results in this work are insensitive to the exact definition of

quiescence that we adopt, though exact sample sizes and number densities will by definition
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differ slightly.

Secondly, we are interested in separating the quiescent galaxy population physically into

recent additions to the red sequence and older galaxies. In this work, our definition of

recently quenched does not require a burst, as we are interested in classifying all galaxies

which rapidly formed a significant amount of stellar mass before quenching as galaxies. To

select such a sample, we leverage the inferred star formation histories to measure the fraction

of the stellar mass formed within the last Gyr (f1Gyr) for all galaxies [221]. In combination

with the cut for quiescence, selecting galaxies with high f1Gyr identifies a sample that must

have rapidly truncated its star formation in order to have formed a large amount of its

stellar mass while also reaching quiescence within 1 Gyr. We adopt f1Gyr> 0.1 (also shown

in Figure 24c) for our fiducial selection and explore the impact of different thresholds in

Section 4.4. The fiducial selection identifies 1089 galaxies from the 15012 quiescent LRGs

using the fiducial f1Gyr> 0.1 selection.

This sample of galaxies is unparelled in size beyond z ≳ 1. In Figure 25, we show

the redshift distributions of this sample compared to other large spectroscopic samples of

post-starburst galaxies at intermediate redshift. Our sample of 100s of galaxies at z < 0.8

is smaller than other samples which select galaxies from the full Sloan Digital Sky Survey

[156, 191] or VIPERS Survey [162]. However, at z > 1 (shown in the inset), we find that

this sample dramatically increases the number of spectroscopically confirmed galaxies at the

tail end of cosmic noon.

While our selection of galaxies relies on our inferred star formation histories, there are

many other selections that use empirical measures of spectroscopic features to select post-

starburst galaxies [87]. We choose a few common post-starburst identification methods and

compare the resulting number densities with our fiducial model (see Section 4.3.2). For all

literature comparisons, we use the same ∆SFR≤ −0.6 criterion for quiescence rather than

relying on common empirical metrics like EW Hα, which falls out of our spectral window

for most of the sample, or EW [OII], which is an uncertain tracer of SFR due to potential

contribution from AGN/LINERs. We note that while exact definitions of Hδ spectral indices

vary in the literature (e.g., [8] uses Hδ, [89] uses Hδ,A, and [13] Hδ,F ), these differences are

subtle. We adopt Hδ,A as our preferred definition, as it is optimized for features from A-
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Figure 26: (Left): Number densities within the DESI SV LRG sample (full sample, gray;

luminosity-complete and quiescent, red) and a variety of selections from the magnitude

limited (see Section 4.2.3.1) quiescent sample (Hδ,a > 4, light blue; Hδ,a > 5, dark blue;

SQuIGGL⃗E SED selection, light green; and f1Gyr, green). Beyond z ∼ 0.8, we indicate

that the measured number densities are lower limits by plotting as upward facing arrows.

All selections show an increasing number density over the redshift range in which we are

complete, with varying normalization resulting from the relative restrictiveness of the post-

starburst criteria. (Right): The same magnitude limited LRG and f1Gyr > 0.1 samples

as the previous panel in addition to literature measurements (photometric: open symbols;

spectroscopic: filled symbols). All three of the [230] (M⋆ > 1010.8M⊙), [162] (M⋆ > 1011M⊙),

and [19] (M⋆ > 1010.8M⊙) samples show a trend of increasing number density with redshift,

but the normalization differs between the different samples as a result of differing stellar

mass limits and selection techniques.
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type stars [236]. The three selections we compare to our fiducial selection (f1Gyr> 0.1 and

∆SFR< −0.6) are as follows (all numbers quoted are the raw number of galaxies in the full

sample, not in a volume limited sample):

1. Hδ,A > 4 Å: After applying the quiescence criteria, we select 1727 galaxies with Hδ,A >

4Å following e.g., [89, 90, 239, 242].

2. Hδ,A > 5 Å: We impose a more stringent cut, Hδ,A >5 Å, following e.g., [8, 13], selecting

1035 post-starburst galaxies.

3. SQuIGGL⃗E Selection: Finally, after applying the quiescence criteria, we use medium

band synthetic rest-frame UBV filters to identify post-starburst galaxies with U −B >

0.975 and −0.25 < B − V < 0.45 following the procedure for selecting galaxies with

SEDs dominated by A-type stellar populations [191]. We apply these cuts to the median

best-fit models because the spectral coverage is not red enough to consistently overlap

with the synthetic V filter. This selection finds only 324 post-starburst galaxies.

4.3.2 The number density of recently quenched galaxies

The DESI SV LRG selection is designed to have a uniform comoving number density of

galaxies at 0.4 < z < 0.8, which enables robust determination of number densities of subsets

of the spectroscopic sample [248]. For this selection, we use the target density of 1439 deg−2

to calculate the number density in bins of ∆z = 0.1 in redshift from z = 0.4 to z = 1.3 by

measuring the density of targets for a given selection criterion and dividing by the volume of

the bin. We measure the number densities only for the magnitude limited or mass complete

samples. We utilize jackknife resampling of the 31 SV pointings to calculate the errors on the

measured number densities. The errors do not account for catastrophic redshift errors, but

those should be very rare (≤ 0.5%, see [248]) and subdominant relative to cosmic variance

and Poisson errors.

The comoving number density of each recently quenched subsample of the magnitude

limited sample as a function of redshift is shown in Figure 26. The raw number density of

the DESI LRG SV sample (zfiber < 21.6) is shown in grey. We show the number density

of the rest-frame magnitude limited (Mz < −23.2) sample with the fiducial quiescence cut
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Figure 27: The number densities (left) and fractions (right) of recently quenched galaxies

in the mass complete sample (log(M⋆/M⊙) > 11.2, see Section 4.2.3.2). The dashed line

and grey band (left) represent the stellar mass function of similarly mass galaxies [126],

and the red points show the number density of all LRGs above the mass limit. The light

green, green, dark green, and black points represent the number densities and fractions of

recently quenched galaxies with f1Gyr greater than 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.5 respectively, as

compared to the stellar mass function from [126]. On the right panel, the open points of the

same colors show the fraction of galaxies as compared to our own massive galaxy number

density measurements. Above z = 0.8, measurements are indicated as lower limits with

errors inflated to encapsulate the possibility that all galaxies which were not targeted by

DESI meet the selection criterion.
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(∆SFR< −0.6) in red. We then apply the post-starburst selections outlined in Section 4.3.1

to the magnitude limited sample. The number densities are shown for Hδ,A > 4 Å (light

blue), for Hδ,A > 5 Å (dark blue), SQuIGGL⃗E-like (light green), and our fiducial f1Gyr > 0.1

selection (dark green). In all cases, the number density of post-starburst galaxies rises as

a function of redshift in the range of redshifts where the parent LRG sample is complete

(z < 0.8). Above this, we illustrate that our measurements are lower limits.

In the second panel of Figure 26, we compare our fiducial sample of galaxies to several

measurements from the literature. We find qualitative agreement with previous studies that

observe the number density of recently quenched galaxies increasing with redshift [230, 162,

19]. Additionally, the number density of the galaxies that we measure is very similar to

that of compact star forming galaxies at z=0.5, adding credence to the argument that such

galaxies may be progenitors to local post-starburst galaxies [211, 62, 224]. However, in

detail, this comparison is limited by systematic effects; our sample is systematically more

massive than other post-starburst samples, and is selected using a magnitude (not mass)

limit. Additionally, as shown in the first panel of Figure 26, differing identification techniques

can significantly impact the measured number density of post-starburst galaxies. Still, a clear

consensus emerges from this comparison that recently quenched galaxies were increasingly

common at greater lookback time.

4.3.3 Exploring the Growth of the Red Sequence by Rapidly Quenched Galaxies

In the previous section, we studied the number density of a magnitude limited sample of

galaxies to maximize our sample size. Here, we attempt to explicitly quantify the fraction

of massive galaxies that have recently quenched and joined the red sequence as a function

of cosmic time. To do so, we utilize the mass complete (log(M⋆/M⊙) > 11.2, see Section

4.2.3.2) subset of the LRG sample, which we show in the first panel of Figure 27 (red) along

with the corresponding stellar mass function from [126]. This measurement over-predicts the

stellar mass function by ∼ 0.2 dex at z ∼ 0.4 while matching well at z ∼ 0.7. This may be

due to systematic differences in the stellar mass estimates (e.g., differences in modeled star

formation histories, unmodeled contributions from AGN, or spectrophotometric modeling in
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our fits versus broadband multiwavelength SEDs), and the mismatch in redshift evolution

may be a result of the targeting incompleteness. As such, we adopt the number densities

from the stellar mass function as the total abundance of massive (log(M⋆/M⊙) < 11.2)

galaxies and note that the fractions we measure may be systematically lower than reported

by ∼ 0.2 dex. Above z = 0.8 where LRG targeting is known to be incomplete, we inflate

the upper error bar on the measured lower limits by assuming that every galaxy we have

not targeted meets the selection criteria (quantified by the deviation between the measured

number density and the stellar mass function) to capture the possibility that every galaxy

we did not measure is a recently quenched galaxy. Since this is unlikely due to the lower

M⋆/L ratio of galaxies, this conservative estimates captures the full range of possibility in

the number density of galaxies in a given selection at z > 0.8.

We show the number densities of four different selections of recently quenched galaxies:

f1Gyr> 0.05 (light green), f1Gyr> 0.1 (green), f1Gyr> 0.2 (dark green), and f1Gyr> 0.5

(black). Points that do not appear indicate that the redshift bin contained zero galaxies

that met the selection criteria. All four sets of recently quenched galaxies show increasing

number densities with redshift. However, even at z ∼ 0.8, galaxies which formed a large

fraction of their stellar mass in the past Gyr are very rare. For example, at z = 0.8, galaxies

that formed > 20% of their stellar mass in the past Gyr were significantly (> 1 dex) rarer

than those which formed 5% of their stellar mass. We find that the number density of the

f1Gyr > 20% population cannot be decreasing with lookback time, and in fact, at z ∼ 1.2

the lower limit number density of this population is higher than the number density at

z=0.8. The rarity of such objects at intermediate-z is extremely consistent with the rarity

of “late bloomers,” galaxies that formed the majority of their stellar mass in the 2 Gyr

before quenching [68]. Additionally, we identify a very small population of galaxies which

rapidly formed ≥ 50% of their stellar mass in the Gyr before observation at z = 1.1 − 1.3,

with lower limits that indicate a number density of at least log10(n) >− 6.5 Mpc−3. Similar

extreme post-starburst galaxies have been found in photometric samples with comparably

low number densities and could represent analogs to the formation of massive quiescent

galaxies at high-z [152].

In the right panel of Figure 27, we show the same samples as fractions of the total
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massive galaxy population (shown with solid points using the stellar mass function from

[126] as the denominator and empty points using our own measurements of the LRG number

density). We find that galaxies which formed > 20% of their stellar mass represent ∼ 0.5%

of the total galaxy population at z=0.8, but by z ∼ 1.2 must be at least 1%, with an upper

limit that extends to them being ∼ 50% of the quiescent population. Similarly, the most

extreme burst-dominated systems (f1Gyr> 50%) must be at least ∼ 0.5% of the total galaxy

population at z=1.2, but this fraction could be as high as 20%. In contrast, galaxies with

f1Gyr> 5% and > 10% are significant even at z=0.4, representing ∼ 1.5% and 0.5% of the

massive galaxy population, and by z = 0.8 they are ∼ 10% and 3% of the total population.

Studies of massive quiescent and post-starburst galaxies at similar redshifts have measured

similar burst fractions of ∼ 5% in the bulk of their samples, indicating that at the massive

end, the vast majority of “post-starburst” galaxies are the evolutionary products of a recent

dusting of star formation rather than the truncation of their primary epoch of star formation

[154, 90].

The general rarity of extreme massive post-starburst galaxies in this sample is consistent

with findings that the formation redshift of log(M⋆/M⊙) = 11.2 galaxies is zform ∼ 2 − 3

[92, 150, 91, 35, 76, 63, 221, 119]; at the epochs we are probing, the average massive qui-

escent galaxy quenched long in the past. However, we find that a significant number of

massive galaxies are still quenching with very high f1Gyr well after cosmic noon (z ∼ 2), and

expect that with a more complete sample, at higher redshift the population dominated by

recent star formation would become the norm.The sharp observed decline in rapid quench-

ing after cosmic noon suggests a fundamental shift in the evolutionary histories of massive

galaxies. By combining this preliminary analysis with similar stellar population synthesis

modeling of larger, mass-complete samples and ancillary datasets (e.g., by analyzing galaxy

structural evolution and morphological transformation), we hope to illuminate the physical

mechanism(s) that are responsible for halting star formation and sustaining quiescence of

massive galaxies since z ∼ 1.
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4.4 Discussion and Conclusions

Using the DESI SV sample, we measure non-parametric star formation histories for a

novel sample of Luminous Red Galaxies. We select physically motivated samples of galaxies

and leverage the well characterized parent sample to characterize the increasing number

density of recently quenched galaxies with lookback time. We find the following:

1. The sample of quiescent galaxies which formed > 10% of its stellar mass in the past Gyr

represents a novel spectroscopic sample. The sample of 277 galaxies we identify at z > 1

is an order of magnitude larger than previous samples (see Figure 25).

2. The number density of galaxies rises steadily with redshift from z = 0.4 − 0.8 based on

our model selection and empirical identification methods; post-starburst galaxies were

more common at earlier cosmic time (see Figure 26).

3. The fraction of massive (log(M⋆/M⊙) > 11.2) galaxies which have recently quenched

their star formation and which formed > 10% of their stellar mass in the past Gyr

rises in this redshift range from ≲ 0.5% at z=0.4 to ∼ 3% in at z=0.8 (see Figure 27).

Furthermore, at z > 1, we find a significant emerging population that formed > 20% and

> 50% of its stellar mass in the past Gyr.

As our criteria for selecting recently quenched galaxies simply required a rapid truncation

in a galaxy’s star formation rate that drove a galaxy into quiescence in <≲1 Gyr, there is

substantial variety in the star formation histories of galaxies which fall into a given selection

for f1Gyr. The simplicity of this selection allows for simple determination of the rate at which

galaxies have entered into quiescence, but it does not distinguish between, for example, a

secondary starburst in an already quiescent galaxy versus a rapid truncation of the primary

epoch of star formation at fixed f1Gyr. Future work will endeavor to combine these star

formation histories with ancillary data to paint a holistic picture of the quenching of these

galaxies. For now, we use constraints on the fraction of galaxies which recently entered into

quiescence to discuss possible physical mechanisms that could be driving the rapid cessation

of star formation in this sample of galaxies.

One of the most compelling fast processes that could induce, then shut off, star formation
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and produce post-starburst galaxies is major mergers [101]. After cosmic noon, simulations

have found that many massive galaxies that quench do so via major mergers [222], which

funnel gas inward and induce a burst of star formation that rapidly shuts off. Indeed, many

studies of post-starburst galaxies have found that merger features are more common in post-

starburst systems [157, 167, 75, 219].

We estimate the relative frequency of major mergers using the UNIVERSEMACHINE [16] and

find that 15% and 20% of log(M⋆/M⊙) > 11.2 galaxies, at z = 0.4 and z = 0.8 respectively,

experienced a major merger (M⋆,2/M⋆,1 > 25% in the progenitor galaxies in the merger tree)

in the past Gyr. This rate is significantly higher than the the 0.5% and 3% fractions we

find for our fiducial sample of recently quenched galaxies, and the merger fraction increases

more slowly than the fraction. Some of this difference may be driven by gas-poor major

mergers between already quiescent systems or gas rich mergers that do not quench, and we

conclude that it is plausible that every very massive galaxy that rapidly quenches between

0.4 < z < 0.8 does so as a result of a major merger, and that not every major merger results

in a post-starburst galaxy. This is in line with predictions from the Illustris TNG simulation

that only ∼ 5% of massive galaxies will quench within ∼500 Myr of coalescence after a major

merger [161], and indicates that even if major mergers are an essential part of the quenching

process, they do not universally produce post-starburst galaxies. However, at high-z, our

measured lower limits fall short of placing strong constraints.

Still, the high-z tail of our distribution promises to be a very powerful tool for studying

rapid quenching. Prior to DESI, only a small number of spectroscopic continuum observa-

tions from surveys could be mined for post-starburst galaxies above z ≳ 1 [231], and often

samples can only be obtained through targeted followup of photometrically identified sources

[19]. Even in the smallest (but highest signal-to-noise) subset of DESI LRG spectra, we have

identified an order of magnitude more spectroscopically confirmed galaxies than had been

measured previously. Future work will leverage these star formation histories further to

study trends using parameters such as the time since quenching [191], which has been used

in post-starburst populations to constrain the evolution of AGN incidence [97], sizes [176],

molecular gas contents [20, 187], and merger fractions [219]. Using the combination of the

unique spectroscopically derived moments of the star formation history and ancillary data,
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we hope to place strong constraints on the mechanisms that drive the quenching of massive

galaxies as close to cosmic noon as is currently possible. Future surveys, such as PFS [96] and

MOONRISE [134] will extend wavelength coverage into the NIR, pushing farther in redshift

to cosmic noon. In conjunction with this sample, comprehensive studies of the properties of

galaxies from z = 0 to z = 2 will paint a cohesive picture of the rapid quenching process and

its role in producing the present-day quiescent population.
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5.0 Conclusions

In this thesis, I have investigated the how and when of rapid quenching by studying

the structures and number densities of intermediate-redshift recently quenched galaxies. In

Chapter 2, I showed that post-starburst galaxies from the SQuIGGL⃗E sample at z ∼ 0.7

exhibit flat gradients Hδ,A, indicating that the shutdown in star formation occurred in these

galaxies on a galaxy-wide scale. In Chapter 3, I used deep imaging from the Hyper-Suprime

Cam survey to study the structures of galaxies from SQuIGGL⃗E and found that they are

compact relative to star forming and quiescent galaxies at their same epoch. Taken together,

these results suggest an already compact progenitor to the rapid quenching channel. Finally,

in Chapter 4, I measured star formation histories of the DESI LRG Survey Validation sample

and constrained the incidence of rapid quenching. I found that the number density of recently

quenched galaxies declined sharply after z = 1, and that at z < 1 the population of massive

quiescent galaxies that recently formed the majority of its stellar mass is essentially negligible.

However, at the highest redshift tail of this sample, that population that is analogous to the

rapidly quenching population near cosmic noon begins to emerge in earnest.

Looking forward, there is still significant work to be done in analyzing these intermediate-

redshift samples. In particular, the mystery of the molecular gas reservoirs that persist after

the cessation of star formation in post-starburst galaxies [190, 20, 187] and its relation to

mergers, AGN, and morphological transformation is crucial to understanding the physical

drivers that suppress star formation in quiescent systems. I have been involved in follow

up ALMA surveys that have quadrupled the sample size of CO observations of SQuIGGL⃗E

post-starburst galaxies from 12 to 52. I look forward to using this sample to study the

properties of gas-rich and gas-poor post-starburst systems to identify the physical drivers of

the varying gas reservoirs in these systems.

Additionally, the sizeable sample of z > 1 post-starburst galaxies that formed a majority

of their stellar mass in the Gyr before observation provides an excellent laboratory for testing

the physical driver of rapid quenching in systems that should mirror the properties of typical

quiescent galaxies near cosmic noon. The importance of mergers in rapid quenching at
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z ∼ 0.7 has been clearly established [219], but is this the case nearer to cosmic noon? My

in-progress HST SNAP program (HST-#17110) will test this by obtaining imaging of ∼100

post-starburst galaxies from this sample to measure structures and tidal signatures in this

novel sample. These targets will also be excellent candidates for follow up NIR and radio

spectroscopy to constrain the incidence of AGN and molecular gas reservoirs respectively,

allowing for the direct comparison of the holistic properties of these unique z ∼ 1 rapid

quenchers to their lower-redshift counterparts in SQuIGGL⃗E.

I have gleaned clear insights by studying the tail end of high redshift rapid quenching at

intermediate-z but representative samples of massive galaxies in the epoch of rapid quenching

right is just barely out of the reach of the current generation of large spectroscopic surveys.

However, the next generation of surveys using novel instrumentation on the largest telescopes

in the world is just on the horizon. In the coming years, the Prime Focus Spectrograph [96]

and MOONRISE [134] GTO surveys will come online on Subaru and the VLT respectively.

These surveys will utilize sensitive NIR instrumentation and the vast improvement in collect-

ing area from 10 meter class telescopes to observe representative samples of massive galaxies

from z ∼ 1 − 2, observing exactly the epoch that is necessary to perform a census of rapid

quenching at cosmic noon. In particular, the deep fields of these surveys will drill down for

≳ 10 hours on tens of thousands of galaxies, measuring spectroscopy that is deep enough

to perform robust star formation history fitting that constrains quenching timescales. As a

Brinson Prize Fellow, I am eager to involve myself in the PFS Survey so that when the data

comes, we are primed to connect the work that has been done at intermediate-z to the epoch

of quenching near cosmic noon to solve the puzzle of what is driving the shutdown of star

formation in the universe.
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Appendix A Appendix to Chapter 2

A.1 Unresolved Central Burst Toy Model

In order to test whether the observed flat HδA could be the result of an unresolved

nuclear starburst, we assume a simple geometry for an underlying stellar population that

formed at z ∼ 2 and superimpose a central burst under the worst case seeing conditions. We

distribute the light from the older population following an exponential disk with re=3 kpc,

the characteristic size of a late type ∼ 1010.5M⊙ galaxy at z ∼ 2. To this underlying profile

we add a pointlike central starburst, convolved with a Moffat profile with the conservative

FWHM limit (see Section 2.2.2).

The resulting intensity and HδA profiles for the same burst as in Figure 7 are shown

in Figure 28 for a galaxy observed under 0.5” seeing conditions. The left panel shows the

intensity profile in the B band, which is dominated by an A-type stellar population well past

the half-width-half-maximum of the Moffat central burst due to the much smaller mass-to-

light ratio of the recently formed stars. The coloring scheme is the same as in Figure 7, where

the blue light profile corresponds to the young population, red to the old population, and

green to the composite. The labeled bands in the left panel correspond to the 3 sub-panels

in the center of the figure, which show the spectral region around Hδ at 1, 3, and 5 kpc. In

the outer radii, light from the older population becomes more dominant, and by 5 kpc the

older population is contributing more light to the HδA feature than the recent secondary

burst. The HδA profile for this model configuration is shown in the right panel and by ∼ 5

kpc the absorption has fallen below the common post-starburst selection of HδA > 4 Å.

For each galaxy in this sample, we fit the 3-parameter central burst model to the HδA

profiles using emcee [84]. We assume the following flat priors on our parameters: 0.001 Gyr <

tquench < 2 Gyr and 0< fburst <1. We allow the length of the burst, tburst, to be anywhere

from 0.001 Gyr to the maximum time between quenching and the end of the old burst. We

fit the models to the HδA profile and integrated measurements for each galaxy. We run the

fits using 24 walkers and 5000 iterations and exclude the first 500 iterations to ensure burn
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in. Visual inspection of our walkers confirms that the fits have converged. The resulting

best fitting parameters are shown in Table A.1.

In Figure 29, we show the results of the fitting on one of the galaxies with a flat HδA

profile, J1109-0040. The left panel shows the corner plot for the 3 model parameters with

68-, 95-, and 99-percent contours bounding the data. The right panel shows the observed

HδA profile along with the median and 1-σ bounds in the best fitting model generated from

1000 random draws from the posterior distributions. A central burst can still be hidden

by poor seeing conditions, but only if the majority of the mass of the galaxy formed in the

later burst. This essentially rules out a central secondary burst of star formation; the only

solutions that fit the data at the 1-σ level require fburst ≥ 50%.

In Figure 30, we show the results of the fitting for for J0835+3121, which prefers a lower

secondary burst fraction in contrast to the other 5 galaxies in our sample. For this galaxy, we

place a rough upper limit on the fraction of stars that formed in a central burst: above this

fraction, we would expect our observed profile to be significantly more flat than the observed

profile. It appears that our worst case PSF may over-estimate the true PSF, which is why

the models are not able to decline as quickly as the observed profile. Interestingly, we detect

ordered motion in this galaxy (see Figure 4), and while we cannot rule out that a merger is

the cause of that motion, it is clear that the galaxy is not entirely dispersion-dominated at

this stage of its evolution.

The posteriors for the four remaining galaxies are shown in Figure 31. All four of them

are similar to J1109-0040 in that the burst fraction can be constrained as a single tailed

distribution from a 100% burst, which will result in a perfectly flat profile. The exact

constraints vary between the galaxies, with extreme cases like J0912+1523 being entirely

inconsistent with an unresolved secondary starburst. Other galaxies are less constrained

due to less extended profiles or worse seeing conditions, but they still can only produce the

observed profiles if the central burst is comparable in mass to any underlying population.
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Figure 28: An example of the radial variation in HδA we would see for an unresolved central

starburst and an underlying older population in an re=3 kpc exponential disk profile, using

the same parameters as Figure 7. (Left): The normalized intensity profiles for the popula-

tions. The old profile is convolved with the Moffat seeing and is plotted in red. The burst

profile is a Moffat profile with FWHM of 0.5” and is plotted in blue, and the green profile

is the sum of the two. The grey bands labeled a, b, and c are located at 1, 3, and 5 kpc

respectively. (Center): The evolution of the SEDs in the HδA bandpass at 1, 3, and 5 kpc.

The coloring convention is the same as the previous figure, where red is the older spectrum,

blue is the recent starburst spectrum, and green is the composite spectrum. The spectra are

normalized to the flux at 4000 Å in the composite spectra. At low radius, the central burst

dominates the light, but at 5 kpc, the older population is contributing non-negligible flux,

resulting in weaker HδA absorption. The gray bands indicate the two continua for the HδA

Lick index, as well as the line range. (Right): The HδA profile that would result from this

model, which falls off at large radii.
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Figure 29: The results of fitting our two-burst model to J1109-0040. (Left): The corner

plot resulting from our MCMC run showing the posterior of our 3 parameter model. The

contours represent 1, 2, and 3 sigma confidence intervals, and the dashed lines on the 1D

histograms are the median and upper and lower 68% regions. Note that the burst fraction

2-D histogram is physically bounded between 0 and 1, so it is not concerning that our fit to a

flat profile runs up against that boundary. (Right): The HδA profile for this galaxy with the

median and upper and lower 68% models plotted on top, showing that we are able to achieve

a good fit to the observed profile. This modeling allows us to place strong constraints on the

central burst strength below which we would expect our profile to be distinct from the flat

profile we observe.
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Figure 30: The results of fitting our two-burst model to J0805+3121. (Left): The corner

plot resulting from our MCMC run showing the posterior of our 3 parameter model. The

contours represent 1, 2, and 3 sigma confidence intervals, and the dashed lines on the 1D

histograms are the median and upper and lower 68% regions. (Right): The HδA profile for

this galaxy with the median and upper and lower 68% models plotted on top, showing that

we are able to achieve a good fit to the observed profile. In contrast to J1109-0040, here the

fits allow us to place an upper limit on the central burst fraction that would agree with the

observed declining HδA profile.
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Figure 31: The posteriors for the four galaxies not shown in Figures 29 and 30. The unre-

solved central starburst model can only match the profiles of these galaxies with very high

burst fractions.
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Appendix B Appendix to Chapter 3

B.1 Verifying the accuracy of structural measurements using ground-based

imaging

The i band galaxy images from the HSC survey are remarkable both for their depths and

resolutions from the ground, but their resolution (PSF FWHM ∼ 0.6”) is still dwarfed by that

of space based instruments like the Hubble Space Telescope (PSF FWHM ∼ 0.15”). We have

turned to the HSC survey because obtaining space based images of the entire SQuIGGL⃗E

post-starburst sample is unfeasible; the galaxies are distributed throughout the entire SDSS

footprint and it would require a significant investment to get HST followup imaging of the

entire sample. However, the LEGA-C Survey, which we utilize as a coeval comparison sample

of galaxies, completely overlaps with HSC and also has existing HST/ACS F814 imaging.

This means that we can directly compare the Sérsic sizes and structures we derive for LEGA-

C galaxies to those measured in [216] to test how our ground based measurements compare

to those from space.

In Figure 32 and Figure 33, we show the comparisons between our measured sizes and

Sérsic indices and the values measured from the HST images, split into quiescent (red)

and star-forming (blue) populations. For the majority of galaxies, the sizes are fairly well

recovered, especially in the quiescent populations where the percent error in the sizes scatters

around 0%. However, for star-forming galaxies, there is a systematic offset, where the

galaxies are measured in HST to be a median of ∼ 8% larger than they are in HSC imaging.

This difference is reflected in the Sérsic indices as well; quiescent populations are measured

in HST with slightly higher Sérsic indices, but the difference is more pronounced in the

star-forming populations.

In Figure 34, we show the covariance between these two offsets. Galaxies which are fit

in HST with larger sizes are also fit with larger Sérsic indices, and this tail at the larger-

size/higher-Sérsic index end is more pronounced in the star-forming population. Because

high Sérsic index corresponds to both a more peaked core and more extended wings, we
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turn to 1D surface brightness profiles to understand what is driving this difference. In order

to do so, we generate models of the best fitting space-based galaxy parameters from [216]

at the pixel scale of HSC and convolved with the same HSC PSF we use to fit the galaxies.

In order to avoid systematic differences in source identification and deblending, we restrict

this test to galaxies which do not have a bright neighbor within 25 pixels. In Figure 35 and

Figure 36, we show residuals in the surface brightness profiles for galaxies as fit in this work

(dark blue) and with the best fitting models fit to the HST images of the galaxies under HSC

viewing conditions (teal), binned by the offset between the two measurements. We find that

the differences in size and Sérsic index are largely driven by a difference in the wings. The

HST Sérsic structures overpredict the amount of light that will be present at large radius,

and, as a result, measure larger sizes. This is likely due to the sensitivity of HST to the

cores of the galaxies; in trying to accurately fit the peaky centers of the galaxies, the HST

fits converge to large n, which is compensated for by inflated sky values. In contrast, HSC’s

remarkable low-surface brightness limits (∼ 28.5 mag/arcsecond2) allows for well calibrated

sky measurements which result in small residuals at large radius. This better allows for

the galaxies to be fit with low Sérsic indices, which is more significant in the star-forming

galaxies which tend to be more disk-like.

Our fitting does an especially good job at recovering the shapes of galaxies in their axis

ratios. We illustrate this in Figure 37, showing the 1:1 relation between the projected axis

ratios we measure and those from [215]. The values agree between the ground and space

based measurements with a scatter of only ∼ 0.07, indicating that even with significantly

more PSF smearing, the projected galaxy shapes are still recoverable using GALFIT. Perhaps

more important, there does not appear to be any trend with the sizes of the galaxies; in

the right panel of Figure 37, we show that the difference in axis ratios does not correlate

with size for either the star-forming or quiescent control samples. Even at the low size (re

∼0.1”) limit where the sizes of the galaxies are significantly smaller than the PSF, the axis

ratios are still robustly recovered. This indicates that the roundness that we measure in

SQuIGGL⃗E galaxies is not just a resolution effect, but a real physical property we can trust

in our interpretations.

We conclude that ground-based imaging with low surface brightness limits is extremely
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well suited for the task of measuring galaxies sizes and Sérsic structures. While the loss in

resolution from HST to HSC does not allow for the centers of galaxies to be resolved, the

increase in sensitivity at large radius allows for the total light of the galaxy to be better

accounted for, which improves the measurement of re . In addition, we find that observing

from the ground does not affect measurements of the axis ratio significantly, even for the

smallest galaxies.

B.2 Comparing the smallest galaxies to an unresolved point source

Despite the agreement between the sizes fit on the LEGA-C control sample and those

in HST, resolution is still a concern. The smallest galaxies in the SQuIGGL⃗E sample are

fit with sizes ∼0.1”, whereas the median seeing in the HSC i-band is ∼ 0.6”. In order to

confirm that all the sizes we report for galaxies are reliable from a ground based survey, we

re-run all our fits using an identical algorithm to the one outlined in Section 3.3.1, but this

time we force the two-dimensional galaxy profiles to be a point source convolved with the

PSF we provide to GALFIT from the HSC PSF Picker. We calculate radial χ2 values both

the Sérsic and PSF-only models out to the point where the signal-to-noise in the galaxy

profile drops below 5, and find that the PSF-only models have median χ2 values ∼2.5 orders

of magnitude higher than for the Sérsic models convolved with the PSF, indicating that the

SQuIGGL⃗E sample is significantly resolved. Even the best performing PSF models are still

significantly worse fits than Sérsic profiles.

To illustrate this, in Figure 38 we show the two smallest galaxies in SQuIGGL⃗E which

do not have bright nearby companions, as well as the 2D and 1D best fitting Sérsic and

point source models. The 1D profiles are extracted using the best fitting axis ratio from

the Sérsic model. It is clear from the residuals and the 1D profile that the Sérsic model

better captures the true shape of the galaxy profiles, both in the centers (where the PSF is

far too peaked) and in the wings. In addition, in the case of J2241+0025, there is a clear

elongation in the galaxy that that the PSF shape cannot account for. Thus, even though the

galaxy sizes we fit are small, we still consider them to be reliable when the PSF is properly
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accounted for in the fits.
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Figure 32: (Left) The one-to-one relation between the Sérsic effective radii we measure on

the HSC images and the Sérsic radii from [216] measured from HST/ACS images. Star

forming galaxies are colored as blue, and quiescent galaxies are red. (Right) The percent

difference in the measurements for the two LEGA-C samples. For quiescent galaxies, the

median sizes we measure are extremely close, with a scatter of ∼ 20%. For star forming

galaxies, the scatter is similar, but there is a systematic offset where the HST sizes are ∼ 8%

larger than the ones we measure. Both sub-samples have longer tails in the direction of

larger HST sizes.
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Figure 33: As in Figure 32, but for the Sérsic indices. In both the quiescent and star forming

subsamples, the Sérsic indices measured in HST tend to be larger than those we measure

with HST, but the trend is more pronounced for the star forming galaxies.
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Figure 34: The percent difference in the size vs the difference in Sérsic index for the star

forming (left) and quiescent (right) sub-samples, with contours bounding 80% of the galaxies.

There is a trend in both samples where a mismatch in Sérsic index correlates with a mismatch

in the measured sizes. (Note: We truncate the y-axis on the star forming plot at 5 despite

a single point at ∼ 25 due to a non-physical HST measurement of that galaxy.)
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Figure 35: Individual (thin lines) and median (thick lines) residuals between the surface

brightness profiles extracted from the cutouts and the best fitting models from this work

(dark blue) and the fits to HST ACS images described in [215] convolved with the HSC

PSF (teal). Separate panels show the galaxies binned by the agreement between the two

fits in the effective radius. Profiles are only shown for galaxies where no nearby objects are

simultaneously fit. In all cases, our model surface brightness profiles are consistent with

no residuals. However, the HST fits which overestimate the sizes do so because they have

significantly more light in the wings than our galaxies, as well as slightly more peaked cores.
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Figure 36: As in Figure 35, but this time binned by the agreement between the Sérsic indices

of the fits. As with the sizes, the differences in Sérsic indices result from significant failures

to successfully fit the low surface brightness wings in the HST images.
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Figure 37: (Right) The axis ratio we measure using HSC data for quiescent (red) and star-

forming (blue) LEGA-C galaxies versus the same parameter measured using HST data. A 1:1

correspondence is shown in black. (Center) The difference in the measurements of the axis

ratios. The median deviation is consistent with zero and the scatter is very small. (Right)

The difference between the axis ratios as a function of the size in arcseconds. The smallest

galaxies are as well recovered as the largest ones, indicating that even the smallest galaxies

in SQuIGGL⃗E which are resolved have axis ratio measurements that can be trusted.
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Figure 38: In the top row, ∼17x17” cutouts of the image (left), best fitting Sérsic model

(center), and best fitting point source model (right) generated with GALFIT for the two

smallest galaxies in SQuIGGL⃗E with no neighbors which required simultaneous fitting.

Below each of the models, we show the residuals, with masked pixels greyed out. In the

bottom left, we show the 1D surface brightness profiles for the data (blue), the Sérsic model

(red), and the point source (black). Profiles are truncated when the signal to noise drops

below 3. It is clear that even for re ∼ 0.1” galaxies, the best fitting point source model will

result in a galaxy which is too centrally peaked and which does not properly capture the

galaxy wings seen in the data.
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